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ABSTRACT
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Karen Marie Hughes Bray
August 2005

Inadequate pe1formance of Washington State's public school students on national
exams motivated the state legislature to pass the Basic Education Act in 1993.
Graduation requirements were changed and expectations increased to specific skill levels
in reading, writing, and several other subjects.
The problem is that48% of North Central High School IO'" graders have averaged
below standard in reading and 56% have averaged below standard in writing for the last
six years. The project is designed to increase reading and writing skills at the high school
level in classes outside of the academic arena by direct instruction.
Washington State's Commission on Student Learning wrote underlying Learning
Goals, course specific Essential Academic Learning Requirements, strands, learning
targets, components and Grade Level Expectations as part of school reform.
The curriculum project brings informational and task-oriented reading selections
into an EALR format. A variety of individual reading and writing strategies are
delineated.
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CHAPTER I
BACKGROUND OF THE PROJECT
Introdnction
Inadequate performance of Washington State's elementmy and seconda1y
students on national exams motivated the state legislature to pass the Basic Education Act
(also known as the Educational Reform Act) in 1993. The directive was that Washington
State students become world-class competitors for employment and self-sufficiency in
the twenty-first century. Before reforming the entire school system the state legislature
consulted the educational and business communities. Together they resolved to establish
a frainework of basic skills and ensure that students master them to pave the way for their
future success. A Commission on Student Learning was formed by the Superintendent of
Public Instruction and the State School Board to represent educators, parents, and
community and business leaders. Their goal was "to raise the academic standards for all
students in Washington" (Washington State Commission on Student Learning, 1998,
p.2).
By 1995 the Washington State Commission on Student Learning wrote the
following Mission Statement: "Update and elevate the standards of academic
achievement and improve student performance in Washington State to prepare our young
people for living, learning, and working successfully in the 21st Century" (Essential
Academic Lem·ning Requirements Teclmical Manual, 1998, p.4). The Commission
formulated four goals, four subjects, a myriad of skills and a plan to assess the results
against standards. A year later five more subjects were added. Together, the subjects and
1
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skills that Washington state students are expected to master are called the Essential
Academic Learning Requirements (EALRs).
The Commission on Student Learning built in accountability with a test to
measure how well students at fomih grade, seventh grade and tenth grade mastered basic
skills. Since 1998 the tests have been called the Washington Assessment of Student
Learning (WASL) and the results are posted on the OSPI Web Site.
The Problem
North Central High School (NCHS) tenth grade students have taken the WASL
for the past six years. The average reading assessment showed that 52% of students met
standard and the average writing assessment showed 44% met standard. If research
shows the WASL is valid, fair and reliable then these scores are unacceptably low.
Student scores need to be at or above competency for at least 80% of the students. The
CSL expects that by 2013 100% of all students will be at competency in reading. The
Educational Reform Act of 1993 requires that beginning in 2008, students must meet
standard on the W ASL in order to graduate. In addition, schools failing to show improved
student numbers reaching standards will suffer sanctions. W ASL scores greatly impact
students and school districts.
The Purpose of the Project
The issue of low reading and writing skills in high school students is one that
affects all curricula. While it may seem to be a major concern of language arts courses,
social studies courses and other academic courses, it actually affects the ability of all
students to follow directions, communicate with others and to interpret the daily news.
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Responsibility for intentionally teaching reading of manuals, technical directions, memos,
music, art appreciation, cunent events affecting industry, business and career forecasts,
needs to be shared among all teachers. Compiling reading and writing strategies, linking
them with the EALRs, providing WASL like questions and mentoring all teachers to
directly teach reading and writing is the purpose of the project.
This researcher selected "focused, intentional instruction" to guide effmts toward
a high school reading and writing cuniculum that any non-language arts teacher could
integrate into his/her subject. Intentionally teaching high school learners how to extract
meaning from text, regardless of the subject, should improve students' mastery of reading
skills. The cuniculum is a set of strategies and techniques to teach reading and writing in
any setting.
Teachers will learn how to infuse strategies and techniques into regular
instruction without changing the structure of the coursework. Reading and writing
strategies need to be age appropriate and applicable to high school coursework. Recently,
much has been learned about teaching reading to elementary students but relating it to
high school students is now becoming a priority and focus. Washington State expanded
the four EALRs with six Strands, ten Learning Targets, 14 Components and 46 Grade
Level Expectations. Understanding how course specific reading selections fit with the
state expectations is crucial to student success. Teachers who understand the expectations
and practice writing WASL like questions are equipped to prepare students for state and
self assessments.
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Significance of the Project
"Why do we see powerful teaching and learning only 17% of the time?" asked
Ray Houser, WASL researcher (Houser, 2003, p.16). Houser was on one oftlu·ee
research teams assembled to interview elementary school staff and students at schools
that evidenced powerful teaching and learning in the form of steady growth shown on
W ASL scores. The teams discovered four primary factors all schools had in common.
They were:
•A caring and collaborative professional environment
•Strong leadership
•Focused, intentional instruction
•The use of assessment to inform instruction
(Washington School Research Center, Research Report #2, May 2002)
In January of2002 the U.S. Department of Education presented Congress with an
update to the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) of 1965. They passed the
legislation named "No Child Left Behind" (NCLB). It carries financial penalties to
individual school districts nationwide that fail to make adequate yearly progress (AYP).
The WASL is now being used to provide a snapshot of schools in the state that are
meeting standards, sometimes called benchmarks, and is being used as a rep01i card for
the federal government to determine AYP.
A large number of students take the annual WASL test lacking: basic skills, tools,
positive attitude, sleep, and food. Direct instruction on the basic skills of pulling meaning
from text and then writing answers about the reading will give students greater
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confidence in themselves and result in more competent and confident students. Improved
reading and writing WASL scores of high school students will be reflected in the
following:
•W ASL scores are good predictors of success on AP courses
•W ASL scores are good predictors of SAT scores
•W ASL scores are good predictors of success in college coursework
Limitations of the Project
The curriculum project was designed for all ninth and tenth grade NCHS students.
Teachers of career and technical, business, art, health, and music classes will specifically
benefit from implementing the strategies and techniques. The project does not address
deficiencies in math or science. It also ignores disaggregated data from W ASL reports.
Definition of Terms
Definitions of these te1ms will help the reader understand educational terminology
used within. Source of definitions: http://www. sedl. org/pubslreading16/13. html -

Struggling Secondary Readers
Affective: the reader's emotions, feelings, and sentiments that are centered on the reading
task, one's self as a reader and the meaning gained from reading.

Assessment: the act or process of gathering information about students in order to better
understands their strengths and weaknesses.

Background knowledge: knowledge of how environments operate and that affects what
is comprehended as well as how much is comprehended.

Cognitive: the mental processes through which the reader obtains knowledge or
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conceptual understanding; for example, perceiving, judging, abstracting, reasoning,
imagining, remembering, and anticipating.

Decode: the ability to recognize spoken words based on their printed representations. In
English this requires recognizing both the regular ("kernel") and irregular ("colonel")
relationships between written and spoken words.

Direct instruction: teacher-led instruction through explanation or modeling, followed by
guided practice and independent practice.

High stakes testing: use of test scores to make decisions that have important
consequences for individuals affecting their: high school graduation; promotion to the
next grade; access to resources and special oppmiunities; summative measure of teacher
quality.

Inferencing: comprehension beyond the word level, requiring the comprehender to
activate what is known and to use it in integrating meaning across sentences, drawing
conclusions about causes, relationships, and social meaning.

Scaffolding: instead of directly instructing the student, the teacher provides a set of
scaffolds, or supports that enable the student to move independently in his or her own
direction.

Schema: prior knowledge
Strategies: consistent plans, consciously adapted and monitored for improving
performance in learning.

Synthesize: the combining of elements into a single or unified entity.
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Project Overview
Chapter One describes the legislative process to reform education in Washington
State. Mandatory Essential Academic Learning Requirements are described along with
the Assessment tool called W ASL. The problem is that 48% ofNCHS 1011i graders have
averaged below standard in reading and 56% below standard in writing. Chapter Two
reviews literature describing successful efforts to increase reading and writing skills at
the high school level. Procedure, development and implementation of the high school
reading/writing project are delineated in Chapter Tln-ee. Strategies and skill development
activities are described in Chapter Four. Chapter Five presents results of the success of
the reading/writing project

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Background
Students who come to high school without the reading skill of determining
meaning from text will require deliberate teaching of reading, conscientious and ongoing
assessment of their reading level and administrative support with leadership to remediate
their education (Phillips, 2003). William Bennett, former United States Education
Secretary stated on a Fox News broadcast November 23, 2003, that "the longer students
stay in school, the dumber they get" ("Breaking Point: The Education Crisis in America,"
2003). He referred to statistics that show one-fourth of high school students cannot read
at grade level. He also stated that third grade test scores across the nation are among the
top scores when compared with other countries. The scores of seventh graders rank in the
middle with other nations' scores and tenth grade scores sink to the bottom of the
international report card.
This literature review will first identify the reading and writing skills that
Washington State has dete1mined high school students must have (EALRs). Second, it
will describe the process that the Commission on Student Learning used to create the
WASL. Third, it will identify student WASL scores at NCHS for the last six years.
Fourth, it will identify reading and writing strategies that are appropriate for high school
students. Fifth, it will identify administrative leadership goals. Sixth, it will identify
professional development for all teachers to support the success of the process. And
finally, it explores the validity of high stakes testing
8
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Introduction to the Basic Education Act of 1993

In 1993 the preamble to the Basic Education Act (ESHB 1209) declared the
purpose" ... provide students with the oppo1iunity to become responsible citizens, to
contribute to their own economic well-being and to that of their families and
communities and to eajoy productive and satisfying lives." (Reading K-10 Grade Level

Expectations, 2003). The law also established four common learning goals for all
Washington students. The Washington State Leaming Goals are the basis of all other
frameworks and standards and they are:
1) Read with comprehension, write with skill, and communicate effectively and

responsibly in a variety of ways and settings.
2) Know and apply the core concepts and principles of mathematics; social,
physical, and life sciences; civics and histo1y; geography; arts and health and fitness.
3) Think analytically, logically, and creatively and integrate experience and
knowledge to form reasoned judgments and solve problems.
4) Understand the importance of work and how performance, effort, and decisions
directly affect future career and educational opportunities.

(Mathematics K-10 Grade Level Expectations, 2004)
The Superintendent of Public Instruction and the State School Board appointed
the Commission on Student Leaming (CSL). Selection criteria of commission members
and their responsibilities were established in ESHB 1209, Section 202, § 1. That criteria
includes: "be qualified individuals who are supportive of educational restructuring, who
have a positive record of service, and who will devote sufficient time to the
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responsibilities of the commission to ensure that the objectives of the commission are
achieved." Responsibilities of the commissioners are:
1) oversee the writing of state exit outcomes (EAL Rs)
2) develop student assessment (WASL)
3) establish accountability systems (the A+ Commission)
This project will cite and study the EALRs and the W ASL as it affects direct
instruction of how to pull evidence from text.
EALRs
The State of Washington lists four EALRs in reading and four in writing for all
students.
In READING they are:
•Student understands and uses different skills and strategies to read.
•Student understands the meaning of what is read.
•Student reads different materials for a variety of purposes.
•Student sets goals and evaluates progress to improve reading.
In WRITING they are:
•Student writes clearly and effectively.
•Student writes in a variety of forms for different audiences and purposes.
•Student understands and uses the steps of the writing process.
•Student analyses and evaluates the effectiveness of their written work.

(Essential Academic Learning Requirements 1998)
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WASL Creation
The process of developing state-level assessments followed a well-formulated
series of steps designed to meet or surpass technical and professional standards in quality,
reliability and validity (Assessment Sampler, Washington State Commission on Student
Learning, 1998 State of Washington SPI).
Washington teachers and educators were involved at every level of Standards
development. The CSL worked with groups of teachers to clarify the EALRs, design an
assessment system and then set clear guidelines for item specifications. Riverside
Publishing was hired to write the assessment items. Item writers were responsible for the
types of items and qualities that embody good assessment. Two separate committees then
reviewed every item.
The first review committee was comprised of Washington citizens of diverse
ethnicity. Items were scrutinized for fairness to all students. Items were revised or
omitted based on the Fairness Committee's recommendations (Assessment Sampler,
1998).
Items forwarded by the Fairness Committee were then presented to the Content
Committees. These were the same committees that discussed the EALRs, the assessment
design, and the item specifications. The reviews focused on accuracy and appropriateness
of the material. Items were again revised or omitted based on the recommendations of
this committee.
A pilot test was open to participation of all volunteering districts for tenth graders
in 1997. Data was compiled and reviewed by the Fairness and Content Committees. The
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committees checked performance of identified minority groups (i.e., race, gender,
economically disadvantaged) to be sure the items unfairly hindered no student. Data was
reviewed for item difficulty and to be sure that students understood what was being asked
with regard to the EALRs.
The Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction has been publishing data
online that was generated by tenth grade WASL testing from 1999 through 2004. Each
school can compare its results with that of every other participating school in the state.
The results are found at this web site sponsored by the Washington State Office of Public
Instruction: http://reportcard.ospi.kl2.wa.us/ (accessed July 14, 2005).
Scores
Reading and writing scores on the WASL test for the last six years at NCHS
were:
1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

Reading

47.4%

56.2%

61.2%

46.3%

36.2%

64.8%

Writing

35.0%

35.3%

38.0%

46.7%

48.8%

63.7%

These scores represent the percentage of students meeting standard.
Reading Strategies
Research on reading (Keil & Olivo, 2003) shows that at the high school level
many students resist reading especially when the material is unguided and difficult to
understand. Students at the high school level learn quickly that if they don't read and no
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one volunteers an answer, the teacher will provide it. In other words, they believe they
don't need to read.
This attitude begins to take shape in the third and fomih grade when teachers
mistakenly think that by giving students beautifully illustrated and well-written books
and allowing them to make their own choices all students will be motivated. Students
demonstrate their reading skill with well written reviews complete with colorful
decoration and the teacher is lulled into thinkings/he is doing a responsible job of
teaching (Ladson-Billings & Gomez, 2001). Ifa child lacks phonemic awareness and
doesn't have any idea what to do with the book except look at the pictures the teacher is
at a loss. Many times students are reassigned to "reading specialists." Then the student
has to struggle with two or more teachers using different processes for how to derive
meaning from reading (Ladson-Billings & Gomez, 2001).
What the student needs are more strategies to learn reading within the regular
classroom. At the elementary level it may be more ways to attack words or how to
understand the sentences better or to guide the student tlu·ough particular text (Joyce,
2003). When the bulk of a class understands reading it is easy to tend to their needs and
ignore the few that don't understand. As time rolls on, some students are overwhelmed
while the rest sit comfortably with their skills until such time when they too start slipping
(Zipperer, 2002). Thus starts the dangerous decline of reading ability in high school and
tests reflect that.
One process designed to turn the decline around is The Academic Literacy
program for high school learners. It demonstrated that students made an average of two
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years' growth in one year (Greenleaf, Schoenbach, Cziko, & Mueller, 2001 ). Students
moved to higher levels of understanding and motivation using collaborative inquiry into
reading and texts, having school time to read and being provided books linked to subject
material. The authors insist that successful reading instruction, like The Academic
Literacy program, within a subject is preferable to putting poor readers into remedial
reading programs.
A strategy that Harvey and Goudvis (2000) present for determining importance in
nonfiction text reading is that of teaching overviewing. These are the 8 steps:
•activate your prior knowledge (schema)
•note the text length and structure
•note impo1iant headlines and subheads
•figure out what to read and in what order
•figure out what to pay attention to
•figure out what to ignore.
•figure out when to quit reading because there is nothing that will add to the topic
•figure out if you need to read everything carefully or if you can skim and still get the
impo1iance of the text.
Teachers would have this list posted and review it with students as they present a
reading assignment. A class discussion about anything students know about the topic is a
good staii. Ask students to guess at the number of words in the selection. Note the
structure or form of the writing. Ask students, "Is it a poem, a letter, a play, an essay,
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directions, a smmnary, memo, editorial, interview, minutes, review, proposal, resume,
caption, etc.?" Encourage them to explain why they think it is that certain form.
Another strategy is for teachers to call on specific students to read the headlines
and subheads out loud. Then ask students which sections should be read first, second,
third, etc. just from reading the heads and subheads. Are there any paragraphs that should
be paid particular attention? Are there any paragraphs that can be skipped? Can each
section be skimmed because we only need a feel or flavor for what is happening? Do we
need to read carefully to discover specific details? This is a good pre-reading strategy for
all teachers.
Keene and Zimmerman wrote Mosaic of Thought (1997) based on research that
supports explicit teaching of individual strategies, one at a time, and gradually giving
responsibility for their selection and use to the reader. The seven strategies are:
•Connecting the known to the new (schema)
•Determining importance
•Questions
•Imaging
•Inferring
•Monitoring for understanding
•Synthesis - summarizing
Using the list as a framework the strategies may look like this in a classroom:
1) Schema - Readers connect information from their own lives to the text called
text to self, T - S. Readers connect information from other texts they have read called
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text to text, T - T. Readers connect their knowledge of the world to the text called text to
world, T - W. The teacher writes an anticipation guide to motivate readers and activate
their prior knowledge. This is one of the MAX Teaching strategies (Forget, 2004) The
anticipation guide may include five to fifteen statements from the text that will engage
readers in discussion and reflection. The statements on the anticipation guide should
follow these six characteristics (Forget, 2004):
•Include the important concepts in the reading
•Rephrase what the text says
•Plausible statements
•Appealing ideas but prove to be incorrect upon reading the text
•Statement(s) that require the reader to interpret large segments of text, maybe
from several pages
•Statement(s) that are controversial or interpretational causing disagreement
•A statement without a "correct" answer - perhaps one the teacher may not have
an answer for either
Students are asked to respond to the statements with prior knowledge to infer
what the text is about. After committing to an answer, the reader will be engaged to
discover if his or her thoughts hold ttue. This motivation will result in improved
comprehension of the text. Readers are then paired to discuss their findings, which is
when higher order thinking skills of application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation take
place (Forget, 2004).
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How does connecting the known to the new (schema) apply to the EALRs?
Student response to the anticipation guide will help him/her fill in new knowledge prior
to reading a selection. It is precisely what the EALRs, reading strands, learning targets,
components and GLEs delineate. The "major idea" is learning target (LT) #11 in the IC
informational and task-oriented text strands. (Refer to Appendix A for the list of strands,
learning targets, EALRs, components, and GLEs.) Students will "analyze a summary
statement for accuracy", IC strand, LT # 12. They will also "predict a purpose for the
reading selection" IC strand, LT #13. They will "make connections within the text" IA
strand, LT #16 and they will "evaluate reasoning and ideas" related to the text, IT strand,
LT#l9.
2) Determining importance. Teachers may read aloud to model their thinking
about important ideas. Readers are able to follow a train of thought as to why the teacher
arrived at certain conclusions. The teacher may offer suggestions of using a highlighter or
sticky notes to help identify the important concepts. Readers should be alert to
conventions like fonts and effects, cue words, illustrations, photos, organizers and text
layout. After readers complete a text passage, have them write down their ideas about
what the most important concept is and how they came to that conclusion. Then allow
students to meet in small groups to come to a consensus about the major ideas. These
strategies connect IC informational and task-oriented text strands, LT # 11, # 12 and
"apply understanding of text features and graphic features" IA strand, LT # 15.
3) Questions. "When our students ask questions and search for answers, we know
that they are monitoring comprehension and interacting with the text to construct
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meaning, which is exactly what we hope for in developing readers" (Harvey, Goudvis,
2000). A strategy to encourage readers to focus on questions is to use the "What I Know"
organizer (Ogle, 1986) on the next page.

K

w

L

What I KNOW

What I WANT to find out

What I LEARNED

Questioning relates to the IA informational and task-oriented text strand
"compare/contrast elements of the text and make connections within the text" LT #16.
4) Imaging. Sometimes called visualizing, "We paint a picture in our mind"
(Harvey, Goudvis, 2000) when we visualize while reading. Characters, settings and the
action of the story become a motion picture that strengthens the readers' imagination. In
the classroom the use of graphic organizers or representations can be clarifying. They
may show relationships that are too difficult to visualize mentally. There are many
different forms of graphic organizers. See figures below.
Fishbone Diagram

Cause
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Data
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Bubble Chart
Student

Main
Objective

Matrix Diagram

D

Total

Survey

Analysis

Application

Evaluation

Research
Historv
Puroose
Planning
Vision

Imaging or visualizing relates to the IA informational and task-oriented text strand,
"compare and contrast or make connections within the texts, or synthesize from a variety
of resources" LT # 17.
5) Inferring "A conclusion drawn after considering what is read in relation to
one's belief, knowledge and experience." (Keene, Zimmerman, 1997, p. 153). Proficient
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readers gather main ideas and details in a process involving comparing, sorting, and
reasoning to idealize, predict or imagine a possible outcome. In other words it is learning
and remembering. Inferences change and morph based on the inferences and
interpretations of other readers too. It is therefore crucial that readers have ample
oppo1iunity to discuss text from a variety of settings. Following is a list of settings that
are likely to spark discussion about what happened or is about to happen.
A) A worker in construction clothing is holding a compress on his forehead.
B) An office worker is found asleep in the break room at 9:00 a.m.
C) Two sales people argue over who will take care of a customer.
D) A college student copies a report word-for-word from an Internet source.
Students are directed to write down their thoughts on what happened and what
will happen next. Then pair them up with paiiners to discuss what conclusions or
solutions may be drawn. Inferring relates to the IT informational and task-oriented text
strand "extend information beyond text to a broader idea or concept" LT #20.
6) Monitoring for understanding. Readers must be able to decide for themselves if
they understand what they are reading. They ask, "Does this make sense?" They should
use the strategies of rereading or changing the pace when comprehension lags
(Tankersley, 2003). Comprehension is at the heaii of reading. Teaching readers the
strategies to apply in different situations to help them make sense of the text will result in
readers who a.) comprehend important ideas and details; b) analyze, interpret and
synthesize information and c) think critically about what they read. These apply to all the
reading strands and learning targets.
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7) Synthesis. Defined, the term means to talce apaii and combining elements into a
single or unified entity, to form something new. In context, synthesis refers to the
readers' ability to comprehend ideas and details and put them together to form a new
whole like a speech, a caiioon, and a song or news article. Use the following verbs in
helping readers synthesize information: create, imagine, extend, compose, predict,
hypothesize, produce, invent, sort, improve, design, compare/contrast, explain, infer,
suppose that, synthesize and categorize (Tankersley, 2003). Synthesis relates to the IA
informational and task-oriented text strand, and LTs #15, #16 and #17.
Evidence showing that reading is understood generally comes across through
discussion and writing of information.
Writing Strategies
Data show that the most effective way to practice parts of the writing process is
focused practice; that is, planned writing tasks to emphasize specific aspects of writing
(R. J. Marzano, Pickering, & Pollock, 2001). Use of this strategy yielded a 17% gain on
test scores as opposed to other techniques yielding only 1% to 7 .5% increase. There are
five types of knowledge the writing process needs. Students should have direct
instruction on: 1) vocabulary, 2) details, 3) organizing ideas, 4) skills and tactics, and 5)
processes (R. J. Marzano et al., 2001).
A strategy used to assess writing was developed in school districts in Oregon and
Montana. They formulated the 6 (+ 1) Traits of quality writing (Boss, 2002). The
assessment involves looking at the following: 1) ideas, 2) organization, 3) voice, 4) word
choice, 5) sentence fluency, 6) conventions and 7) presentation.
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Assessment
"Students need to monitor their own sense making" (Tankersley, 2003, p. 115) as
they become stronger readers in the twenty-first century. Proficient readers decide when
meaning is not clear and apply fix-up techniques. Less able readers tend to skip unknown
words or difficult sections. This causes them to forget what they read or simply to not
understand the selection. It is imperative that fix-up techniques are paii of every reader's
repe1ioire of skills and strategies.
Another tool for teachers and learners to use is the Lexile Frainework for
Reading. The National Institute of Health funded research by MetaMetrics, Inc. to
scientifically measure the reading difficulty or Lexile scale of millions of articles,
selections and books. They also developed a prograin that can be accessed online to
measure the Lexile scale of any uploadable text. A learner can either upload an article
they would like to read and first determine its Lexile scale (a number from 10 to 1700) or
they can look at the list of previously scored books and aiticles and select text that
matches their ability Lexile score. (2004, http://www.lexile.com/newsletter/jan04newsletter-ed.html)
Currently students who have been in the N01ih Central School District for four
years have Lexile scores noted in their permanent records. Teachers can access students'
scores, categorize reading selections by Lexile score, share and explain to students how
their Lexile score can be used to choose appropriate text resources and encourage
learners to consciously stretch their ability by 50 or 100 points. Conversely, learners
could select lower Lexile reading material for leisure and fun. The Lexile Fraineworks
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may be just the tool to encourage and motivate some learners to monitor their increase in
Lexile score.
Teachers will find it very useful for analyzing and s01iing their textbooks and
resource materials. When used with knowledge of learners' scores, supplemental
vocabulary, reading strategies and scaffolding can increase the learner's ability to pull
meaning from text - the goal of the project.
Administrative Leadership Goal
Administrative leadership is critical in counseling and scheduling students into
classes appropriate for their skill level. If reading and writing instruction are paii of
classes where other subject matter is taught, there is not a question of offering credit or
not. When reading and writing are remedial subjects in and of themselves, the question of
offering credit becomes political. Teachers are shifted from elective courses into required
or remedial subjects and the elective offerings dwindle. As the course offerings become
more and more academically focused, non-college bound students find fewer reasons to
stay in school. Without strong support for a comprehensive and focused curriculum
meeting the needs of all students, a high school becomes a sorting tool.
Staff Development
Staff development that promotes teachers learning from each other to improve
reading and writing for all students has been shown to be very effective. An 18 month
commitment to the project "Teachers Helping Teachers" (Ladson-Billings & Gomez,
2001) resulted in the shared belief that all kids can learn, and it is every teacher's job to
make it happen. Teachers met once per month to collaborate about the students they were
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most concerned about. After several months of focusing on students with problems one of
the teachers noticed that the school wasn't doing so well with African American boys.
The participating researchers hoped that the teachers would ask themselves questions
about their own work that would lead to reform from within. It did that and spawned
wider commitment and expansion to two new sites.
The pattern for improvement was set and positive professional communities grew
along with achievement scores of all the targeted students. Teachers took responsibility
for all students and ensured that deliberate attention was paid to students who are often
forgotten during reading and writing instruction (Ladson-Billings & Gomez, 2001).
Fox News Broadcast filmed the successful 5111 grade teacher Rafe Esquith at
Hobart Elementary School in Los Angeles ("Breaking Point: The Education Crisis in
America," 2003). He has been instructing immigrant and inner city students for 18 years.
His students consistently score in the top five to 10 percent nationally on standardized
tests. Esquith wrote a book about his life expectations entitled "There Are No Shortcuts:
Changing the World One Kid at a Time." In the chapter titled "Johnny Can't Read"
Esquith offers a few tips for getting squeals of delight instead of groans from students
faced with reading time in class.
1) Select books you love to read yourself
2) The reading should connect kids with the real world
3) There are no shortcuts
4) Teach students in English
5) A good teacher helps the student improve their quality of life
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Esquith practices what he preaches. He selects and then borrows or buys literature
books for his fifth graders. He takes them on trips to Disneyland, the mountains, Europe all to reinforce lessons in literature and create real planning and problem solving
situations. While most of his students speak another language at home, they learn English
in his class. Esquith spends 4-1/2 hours extra every day plus great amounts of personal
funds to vastly improve his students' quality of living.
High Stakes Assessments
In the overall evaluation of education in America, do high stakes assessments
improve learning? Yes, if the following tips are considered:
1) Learning, not testing, is the goal
2) Special needs students receive help
3) Failure rates should be sensible
4) Tests shouldn't be the only part of change
5) Holding students back is used as a last resort
6) Publicity is used to facilitate change and improvement
7) Higher drop out rates may be side effect and must be addressed as well as
overall school morale
Adapt, adjust and compromise for the success of everyone over a long time (Noll, 2001).
Wiggins and McTighe wrote "Today's emphasis on standards is moving performance
assessment from a trendy innovation to an accepted element of good teaching and
learning" (Wiggins & McTighe, 1998, p. v).
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Many professional education groups have gone on record to state their
dissatisfaction with using high stakes testing as a sole means of determining grade
promotion, graduation, school funding, merit pay and school district autonomy. In 1999
The National Council of Teachers of English passed the following resolution: "High
stakes testing often harms students' daily experience oflearning, displaces more
thoughtful and creative curriculum, diminishes the emotional well-being of educators and
children, and unfairly damages the life-chances of members of vulnerable groups. We
call on legislators and policymakers to repeal laws and policies that tie significant
consequences to scores on single assessments." (NCTE Position Statement 2000,
http://www.ncte.org/about/over/positions/category/assess/107357 .htm accessed June 29,
2005)
The International Reading Association is equally adamant against high-stakes
testing. Their policy statement in 2002 reads: "IRA strongly opposes high-stakes testing.
We believe that important conceptual, practical, and ethical issues must be considered by
those who design and implement testing programs. Assessment should be used to
improve instruction and benefit students, rather than to compare and pigeonhole them.
(IRA Position Statement 2002,
http://www.reading.org/resources/issues/positions high stakes.html accessed July 10,
2005)
The American Association of School Administrators (ASCD) adopted this
position about high-stakes testing in 2000: "AASA strongly supports accountability and
high standards for America's public schools. Testing should be a part of how schools
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measure student performance. However, educating students for success in today's society
cannot be measured by one test alone. We know, for exan1ple, that Albert Einstein-who
was dyslexic-did not perform well on tests as a child, yet he had one of the best minds
in our history. The idea that every child should be treated the same is a profoundly unAmerican idea," (Most American Voters Do Not Agree That Test Scores Measure

Progress, June 20, 2000. http://www.aasa.org/publications/ln/06 00/06 19 OOpoll.htm
accessed July 12, 2005).
The results of a single test should not determine a student's graduation, continued
education or any determination that limits their future. The Assessment Sampler that
Washington State published in 1998 listed a plan to have teachers develop classroombased evidence of student achievement. They recognized that a single test would not be
sufficient to ensure coverage of the EALRs and they promoted other assessments
including: "student demonstrations, performance tasks and student and group projects
and presentations," (Assessment Sampler, 1998). In Washington State it seems that the
seven tips for using high-stakes assessment to improve learning have gone by the side in
favor of the one measurement - the WASL.

CHAPTER III
Project Procedures
Introduction
There are many reasons the author selected the project of creating a high school
reading and writing cuniculum. Some of them are: 1) To dispel a myth that "shop"
teachers don't know anything about English and their students don't need to read; 2)
Excellent reading and writing skills are integral to developing critical thinking skills.
Critical thinking skills are the distinguishing characteristics of people who are able to
"deal with incessant and accelerating change and complexity" (Paul, 1995, p. 3)
3) There is no going back to teaching basic skills the way they were taught 50, 25, even 5

years ago; 4) "Effective teachers appear to be effective with students of all achievement
levels" (Wright, 1997, p.5); 5) To determine which instructional strategies are more
effective for different courses, grade levels, students' aptitudes and backgrounds
(Marzano et al., 2001 ); 6) Using brain research based instruction enhances student
retention of knowledge.
Project Development
The project is a result of many factors coming together at one time. First and
foremost is the author's passion that all students learn how to learn and enjoy learning.
Reading is the cornerstone and foundation for all other learning to happen so it is critical
that reluctant readers in high school be taught strategies through the coursework that
motivates and inspires them. A second factor is the poor, inconsistent performance NCHS
tenth graders posted on the WASL in reading and writing. Third is 29 years of
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observation in the authors' classroom of a wide achievement gap between students who
read and write at grade level and those who are below. Fourth is the encouraging result
that elementary teachers are experiencing with early detection and correction of specific
reading difficulties. A fifth factor is the influence and collaboration with NCSD Learning
and Teaching Superintendent, Jeanine Butler. The sixth and final factor is the author's
research about reading and writing in the context of a high school. The emphasis should
be on finding strategies that match students' needs, personality and "just-in-time"
learning.
Project Implementation
The project is a curriculum designed for high school non-language arts classes
such as career and technical, business, art, health, and music classes. Instructors use
subject specific reading selections along with reading and writing techniques to
intentionally teach reading at the same time they are teaching welding, crop rotation,
drafting, keyboarding, art and music composition, the dangers of smoking, etc.
NCHS uses time on Monday mornings for Learning Improvement (LIT). From
7:45 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. teaching staff, administrators and support staff are assigned to
various groups and LIT topics. Teachers will be assigned to a mentor who will implement
discussion and lessons on: How to pull evidence from text. It will happen on the three Job
Alike Days for a total of three two-hour sessions. Time will be spent reviewing strategies,
summarizing the EALRs, strands, L Ts, components, and GLEs. The third session will be
an evaluation ofresults and sharing of ideas. Teachers will be able to use the samples
provided or springboard off of them to write their own WASL like questions.

CHAPTER IV
A Description of the Project
Reading EALRs expectations and WASL test questions anticipate high school
learners are able to "understand and use different skills and strategies to read; that
learners understand the meaning of what is read; that learners read different materials for
a variety of purposes; and that learners set goals and evaluate their progress to improve
their reading" (Reading K-10 Grade Level Expectations, 2003). Coursework involving
hands-on application of informational text is the best reading vehicle.
The author approached teachers in the Career and Technical Education
Depaiiment for reading selections. Criteria to find appropriate text included the
following: 1) the selection is currently used in a course; 2) the selection is between one
and four pages in length; 3) the selection has vocabulaiy specific to a career; and 4) the
selection is informational or task oriented. Ten teachers were willing to contribute to the
project.
The text and graphics from all of the selections was then formatted alike however
the text is exactly as was provided. The author wrote WASL-like questions on each
selection based on the following five areas outlined by Washington state: EALR, Strand,
Learning Target (LT), Component, and Grade Level Expectation (GLE), There are four
EALRs, six Strands, ten L Ts, 14 Components and 46 GLEs.
High school learners will prepare for three types of items on state-level
assessments. Multiple choice (MC) questions offer four possible answers to questions
that demand complex thought processes. They are worth one point. Short answer (SA)
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questions ask learners to respond with words, numbers, diagrams or several sentences.
How well learners state an answer and support it will determine their score up to two
points. An extended response (ER) item requires an essay or a few paragraphs for a full,
well-written and supported answer. They are scored up to four points.
Each of the reading selections from the Project follows with three questions, one
from each type item, MC - SA - ER. In the Project, after the questions are the specific
Strand, Learning Target, EALR, Component and GLE addressed in the selection. About
half of the selections also contain specific reading improvement techniques for teachers
to encourage learners' higher order thinking skills of analysis, synthesis and evaluation.
Each reading selection text is connected with specific Strands, Learning Targets, EALRs,
Components and GLEs to cause instruction to be deliberate and focus on Bloom's
Taxonomy of the Cognitive Domain. This relates to the original purpose of the
educational reform movement begun in 1993 that brought about development of the
EALRs and the W ASL. Intentional instruction was "established to the commitment that
all children would achieve at high levels," (Reading K-10 Grade Level Expectations,
2003)
An example follows on the next page.
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PhotoGraphics Reading Selection
Kodak moment:
U.S. sales of reloadable 35mm film cameras to end
ROCHESTER, -N.Y (AP)- Eastman Kodak Co. plans to stop selling reloadable
35mm film cameras in North America and Western Europe this year, testifying to the
swift rise of digital photography's popularity.
The decision Tuesday also came as the firm decided to end its effmis with
Advanced Photo System cameras, a much-ballyhooed format launched in 1996 to
rekindle interest in consumer photography.
Though Kodak, the world's biggest photography company, expects to phase out
35mm reloadable cameras in Nmih America and Western Europe, it plans to expand
manufacturing in Asia, Latin America and Eastern Europe, where the 35mm market
is still growing at a double-digit clip.
Sales of 35mm cameras in the U.S. market, in which Kodak is a minor player, fell
below 8 million last year, down more than 20 percent from 2002.
As for APS cameras, Kodak said it would stop manufacturing the devices by the
end of 2004, citing declining demand.
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PhotoGraphics Reading Assessment

1

Which detail in the selection is in sharp contrast to the overall tone of
the article? (MC)

0

A.

APS cameras will cease to be manufactured by
Kodak

0

B.

Marketing of Kodak 3 5 mm cameras in Asia, Latin
America and Eastern Europe is expanding

0

c.

Digital photography is gaining popularity

0

D.

Kodak 35 lllln reloadable cameras will no longer be
available North America and Western Europe

2

Contrast Kodak's reasons for beginning and ending the manufacture
of Advanced Photo System (APS) cameras. (SA)
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3

Write an informational summary that includes an introductory
statement, two main ideas and a conclusion based on the selection.
(ER)
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WASHINGTON STATE STANDARDS

Strand IC:

Informational comprehension
Comprehends important ideas and details

Given an informational or task-oriented text to read silently, learners
respond to items in which they use textual evidence
Learning Target: 12 Summarize text
EALR:

2. The student understands the meaning of what is

read.
Component:

2.1. Demonstrate evidence of reading
comprehension.

Grade Level Expectation: 2.1.7. Apply comprehension monitoring
strategies for informational and technical materials,
complex narratives and expositions: determine
importance and summarize text.
*Create an informational summary that includes an
introductory statement, main ideas, and supporting textbased details; make connections among the key ideas
from the entire text; use own words in an objective voice;
is accurate to the original text; and avoid interpretation or
judgment; use an organizational pattern that supports the
author's intent.
*Select, from multiple choices, a sentence that best
summarizes the text.
*Organize summary information for
informational/expository text, technical materials and
complex narratives into a self-created graphic organizer
to enhance text comprehension.

See the next page for strategies to help students read and construct
meaning from the article.
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Brainstonn major and suppmiing ideas with students. Have them
co1ne up with the points. These may help if they or you get stuck.
Kodak Moment
Summarize Text

A)

Major ideas
Kodak to stop selling reloadable 35mm cameras
Digital photography is rising in popularity
Advanced Photo System (APS) camera manufacture to stop at Kodak
35mm camera marketing to expand in Asia, Latin America and
Eastern Europe

B)

Supporting detail
Kodak plans not to sell reloadable 35mm cameras in North America
and Western Europe
APS was launched in 1996
APS was introduced to increase consumer interest in photography
35mm camera sales are growing by double digits in Asia, Latin
America and Eastern Europe
Sales of Kodak reloadable cameras fell

CHAPTER V
Summary
With passage of the 1993 Educational Reform Act by the Washington State
Legislature came a call for improved student success in living, learning and working in
the 21st Centmy. A Co111111ission on Student Learning was formed to represent business,
community, families and education. Knowledge and skills basic to a statewide framework
come to be known as the EALRs.
The Co111111ission built a testing instrU111ent called the W ASL to insure
accountability for the teaching and learning of the EALRs. The problem surfaces when
students' WASL results are lower than acceptable. How does the individual school
district and school building go about raising scores?
Data from W ASL research teams points to four primary factors affecting student
success. This project concentrates attention on the factor that reco111111ends "focused,
intentional instruction" (Washington School Research Center, 2002) Published data from
the OSPI shows NCHS 1O'h graders have W ASL scores that average 55% and 44% met
standard in reading and writing respectively over the last six years.
All academic classes rely heavily on students' ability to read and write so it might
seem logical to insist that students take more reading and writing coursework. On the
contrary, research from the Academic Literacy program for high school learners shows
that books linked to subject material is preferred instead of putting poor readers into
remedial reading programs.
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Strategies for non-academic class teachers to utilize, work best when they are in
elective courses where student interest is high. Elective courses supply context for the
reading and writing in a real world scenario. The strategy of overviewing by Harvey and
Goudvis helps teachers set the stage for reading most efficiently. Seven individual

reading strategies by Keene and Zimmennan are taught so learners can self select the
strategy most helpful at the moment of reading. MAX teaching strategies offers a
summary of 23 techniques by many reading and writing specialists and compiled by
Forget. Each chapter offers ideas, examples and scaffolding for disadvantaged readers.
Tankersley aligns strategies with Washington State reading strands of the EALRs.

Writing strategies are outlined by Marzano and Boss offers the 6+ 1 Traits of Quality
Writing.
The project implements many of the strategies into individual lessons to be taught
in elective classes. The lessons consist often non-academic reading selections. They are
followed by W ASL type questions, EALRs related criteria and several have specific
techniques teachers may use to model their instruction after.
Conclusions
Beginning in September of2003 Mike Franza, Principal ofNCHS, instituted
W ASL review time. All students were grouped and assigned to a mentor/teacher
responsible for various activities at each grade level. The important activity for grade 9
and 10 students is skill review specifically in reading, writing and math. Prior to each of
the four meetings per year with students, teacher-peers who are expert in reading, writing
or math instruct teachers. The first year emphasis was on following directions and how to
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respond to the three different kinds of questions. Scores went from 36.2% meeting
reading standard in 2003 to 64.8% meeting reading standard in 2004. Writing scores
improved similarly from 48.8% to 63.7%.
September 2004 was the start of the second year of intentional skill review with
the same group of students. Principal Mike Franza reported "Our scores went up
significantly. We concentrated effmis on specific students whose scores on middle school
RIT assessment were below 218 and showed that with intentional instruction and use of
reading and writing strategy review, their scores improved. Wenatchee High School is no
longer on A YP review in the reading and writing cells."
Implications
Intentional targeted instruction in basic reading and writing skills with appropriate
strategies are meaningful for students in the high school years. For ESL students learning
to read English, repetition of reading skills must happen throughout the entire school day.
For students with lagging scores since fourth or fifth grade, reinforcement ofreading
skills throughout a variety of classes during the school day will increase confidence and
ensure successful mastery of skills. Students who are at or above standard will finish
quickly and should be given the opportunity to move on or work with a group. Despite
the questionable validity of high-stakes testing, it is not likely to go away in the near
future. It behooves educators to bring all students up to a level that will support them, to
where they will continue to learn and be able to live a successful life in the 21" Century.
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Recommendations
This project should be integrated into every cuniculum as a best practice.
Students will continue to come year after year from middle school needing practice,
review, repetition, reinforcement and the resulting boost of confidence and skills. The
project should be added to each semester with more reading selections and reading
strategies. Lexile data and scores will help individualize reading selections to student
ability. It is recommended that teachers build their own classroom assessments that are
rigorous and will show student success with these and more effective instructional
strategies. Students need to learn how WASL tests are structured but teachers should not
teach to the test.
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APPENDIX A

WASHINGTON STATE STANDARDS

Reading Essential Academic Learning Requirements (EALRs)

Grade Level 10
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Reading Essential Academic Learning Requirements for grade level 10

EALR: 1. The student understands and uses different skills and strategies to read.
Component: 1.2. Use vocabulary (word meaning) strategies to comprehend text.
Grade Level Expectation: 1.2.2. Apply strategies to comprehend words and ideas.
*Use word origins to determine the meaning of unknown words.
*Use vocabulary strategies to understand new words and concepts in
literary/narrative text and infonnational/expository text.
*Use graphic features to clarify and extend meaning.

EALR: 1. The student understands and uses different skills and strategies to read.
Component: 1.3. Build vocabulary through wide reading.
Grade Level Expectation: 1.3.2. Understand and apply content/academic vocabulary
critical to the meaning of the text, including vocabularies relevant to different contexts,
cultures, and communities.
*Integrate new vocabulary from informational/expository text and
literary/narrative text including text from a variety of cultures and communities e.g., salon as a historical reference to political gatherings as opposed to a beauty
salon), into written and oral communication.
*Explain the meaning of content specific vocabulary words (e.g., regeneration,
isolationism, emancipation, polarized).
*Select, from multiple choices, the meaning of a word identified in the text.
*Transfer knowledge of vocabulary learned in content areas to comprehend other
grade-level informational/expository and literary/narrative text (e.g., the concept
of parallel in mathematics to understand parallelism).

EALR: 2. The student understands the meaning of what is read.
Component: 2.1. Demonstrate evidence of reading comprehension.
Grade Level Expectation: 2.1.3. Apply comprehension monitoring strategies before,
during, and after reading: determine importance using theme, main ideas and suppo1ting
details in informational/expository text and/or literary/narrative text.
*State both literal and/or inferred main ideas and provide supporting text-based
details.
*State the theme/message and supporting details in culturally relevant
literary/narrative text.
*Choose, from multiple choices, a title that best fits the selection and provide
details from the text to support the choice.
*Select, from multiple choices, a sentence that best states the theme or main idea
of a story, poem, or selection.
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*Organize theme, main idea and suppo1ting details into a self-created graphic
organizer to enhance text comprehension.

EALR: 2. The student understands the meaning of what is read.
Component: 2.1. Demonstrate evidence of reading comprehension.
Grade Level Expectation: 2.1.4. Apply comprehension monitoring strategies for
informational and technical materials, complex narratives, and expositions: use prior
knowledge.
*Use previous experience, knowledge of current issues, information previously
learned to make connections, draw conclusions, and generalize about what is read
(e.g., transfer knowledge of the concept of tragedy from text to another).

EALR: 2. The student understands the meaning of what is read.
Component: 2.1. Demonstrate evidence of reading comprehension.
Grade Level Expectation: 2.1.5. Apply comprehension monitoring strategies for
informational and technical materials, complex narratives, and expositions: synthesize
ideas from selections to make predictions and inferences.
*Make inferences based on implicit and explicit information drawn from prior
knowledge and text; provide justification for inferences.
*Make predictions and inferences about an author's beliefs and cite text-based
evidence to support prediction/inference (e.g., find text passages that support an
inference that the author advocates economic change).
*Read several accounts of the same event and make inferences about the impact
each would have on the reader (e.g., discuss the emotional impact of a journal
entry by a soldier's parent, a letter from a Union or Confederate soldier, and a
newspaper article describing a Civil War battle).
*Select, from multiple choices, a prediction, inference, or assumptions that could
be made from the text.
*Organize information to support a prediction or inference in a self-created
graphic organizer.

EALR: 2. The student understands the meaning of what is read.
Component: 2.1. Demonstrate evidence of reading comprehension.
Grade Level Expectation: 2.1.6. Apply comprehension monitoring strategies for
informational and technical materials, complex narratives, and expositions: monitor for
meaning, create mental images, and generate and answer questions.
*Monitor for meaning and use comprehension repair strategies to regain meaning
independently.
*Develop questions before, during, and after reading and use knowledge of
questioning strategies to locate answers.
*Use mental imagery while reading.
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*Organize images and information into a self-created graphic organizer to
enhance text comprehension.

EALR: 2. The student understands the meaning of what is read.
Component: 2.1. Demonstrate evidence of reading comprehension.
Grade Level Expectation: 2.1.7. Apply comprehension monitoring strategies for
informational and technical materials, complex narratives and expositions: determine
importance and summarize text.
*Create an informational summary that includes an introductory statement, main
ideas, and supporting text-based details; make connections among the key ideas
from the entire text; use own words in an objective voice; is accurate to the
original text; and avoid interpretation or judgment; use an organizational pattern
that supports the author's intent.
*Create a literary summary that includes an introduction stating the theme and/or
author's message supported by text-based evidence; use own words in an
objective voice; is accurate to the original text.
*Select, from multiple choices, a sentence that best summarizes the text.
*Organize summary information for informational/expository text, technical
materials and complex narratives into a self-created graphic organizer to enhance
text comprehension.

EALR: 2. The student understands the meaning of what is read.
Component: 2.2. Understand and apply knowledge of text components to comprehend
text.
Grade Level Expectation: 2.2.2. Apply understanding of complex organizational features
of printed text and electronic sources.
*Use text features to verify, support, or clarify meaning.
*Use the features of electronic information to communicate, gain information, or
research a topic.

EALR: 2. The student understands the meaning of what is read.
Component: 2.2. Understand and apply knowledge of text components to comprehend
text.
Grade Level Expectation: 2.2.3. Understand and analyze story elements.
*Interpret the interdependence and interaction of characters, theme, setting,
conflict, and resolution (e.g., in a short story, novel, epic poem).
*Compare/contrast how recurring themes are treated by diverse authors or in
different genres.
*Select, from multiple choices, a word or sentence that best describes a specific
story element (e.g. character, conflict, resolution).
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EALR: 2. The student understands the meaning of what is read.
Component: 2.2. Understand and apply knowledge of text components to comprehend
text.
Grade Level Expectation: 2.2.4. Apply understanding of text organizational structures.
*Recognize and use previously taught text organizational structures (description,
comparison and contrast, sequential order, chronological order, cause and effect,
order of importance, process/procedural, concept/definition, problem/solution,
episodic, and generalization/principle) to aid comprehension.
*Independently apply understanding of text structure to the acquisition,
organization, and application of information.

EALR: 2. The student understands the meaning of what is read.
Component: 2.3. Expand comprehension by analyzing, interpreting, and synthesizing
information and ideas in literary and informational text.
Grade Level Expectation: 2.3.1. Analyze informational/expository text and
literary/narrative text for similarities and differences and cause and effect relationships.
*Compare conclusions drawn from multiple sources to determine similarities and
differences.
*Integrate information from multiple sources to draw conclusions that go beyond
those found in individual sources.
*Select, from multiple choices, a sentence that describes how a character's
feelings compare to those of the author/poet about the same subject.
*Use literary themes within and across texts to interpret current issues, events,
and/or how they relate to self.
*Examine how an action leads to long-lasting effects (e.g., environmental,
economic, and/or political impact of off-shore drilling or strip mining; socioeconomic and psychological makeup of African-American individuals, families,
and communities as a result of slavery).

EALR: 2. The student understands the meaning of what is read.
Component: 2.3. Expand comprehension by analyzing, interpreting, and synthesizing
information and ideas in literary and informational text.
Grade Level Expectation: 2.3.2. Evaluate informational materials, including electronic
sources, for effectiveness.
*Judge the usefulness of information based on relevance to purpose; source;
objectivity, copyright date; cultural and world perspective (e.g., editorials) and
support the decision.

EALR: 2. The student understands the meaning of what is read.
Component: 2.3. Expand comprehension by analyzing, interpreting, and synthesizing
information and ideas in literary and informational text.
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Grade Level Expectation: 2.3.3. Evaluate the use of literary devices to enhance
comprehension.
*Judge the effectiveness of the author's use of literary devices and explain how
they are used to convey meaning.
*Select, from multiple choices, a sentence from the story/poem/selection that is an
example of a specific literary device.

EALR: 2. The student understands the meaning of what is read.
Component: 2.3. Expand comprehension by analyzing, interpreting, and synthesizing
information and ideas in literary and informational text.
Grade Level Expectation: 2.3.4. Synthesize information from a variety of sources.
*Integrate information from different sources to research and complete a project.
*Integrate information from different sources to form conclusions about author's
assumptions, biases, credibility, cultural and social perspectives, or world views.

EALR: 2. The student understands the meaning of what is read.
Component: 2.4. Think critically and analyze author's use of language, style, purpose,
and perspective in literary and informational text.
Grade Level Expectation: 2.4.1. Analyze informational/expository text and
literary/narrative text to draw conclusions and develop insights.
*Draw conclusions from grade level text (e.g. the most important idea the author
is trying to make in the story/poem/selection, what inspiration might be drawn
from the story/poem/selection, who might benefit from reading the
story/poem/selection).
*Select, from multiple choices, a statement that best represents the most important
conclusion that may be drawn from the selection.

EALR: 2. The student understands the meaning of what is read.
Component: 2.4. Think critically and analyze author's use of language, style, purpose,
and perspective in literary and informational text.
Grade Level Expectation: 2.4.2. Analyze author's purpose and evaluate an author's style
of writing to influence different audiences.
*Compare and contrast selected author's style of writing to achieve a similar
purpose.
*Draw conclusions about style, tone, mood, meaning of prose, poetry, and/or
drama based on the author's word choice and use of figurative language.
*Explain why an author uses particular language to create an intended effect (e.g.,
foreign words, dialect, connotative words, irony, rhetorical devices, simile, and
metaphor), citing text-based evidence.
*Select, from multiple choices, a sentence that explains why an author includes a
specific technique.
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*Examine the anthor's use of language registry (e.g., frozen, formal, consultative,
casual, intimate) and how this influences meaning and different audiences.
*Judge the effectiveness of the author's use of language to create an intended
effect.

EALR: 2. The student understands the meaning of what is read.
Component: 2.4. Think critically and analyze author's use of language, style, purpose,
and perspective in literary and informational text.
Grade Level Expectation: 2.4.3. Analyze and evaluate text for validity and accuracy.
*Compare and contrast the logic (assumptions and beliefs) and use of evidence
(existing and missing information; primary sources and secondary sources) used
by two authors presenting similar or opposing arguments (e.g., articles by two
political columnists that address the same issue).
*Judge the accuracy of the information in a text, citing text-based evidence,
author's use of expert authority, author's credibility to defend the evaluation.

EALR: 2. The student understands the meaning of what is read.
Component: 2.4. Think critically and analyze author's use of language, style, purpose,
and perspective in literary and informational text.
Grade Level Expectation: 2.4.4. Analyze and evaluate the effectiveness of the author's
use of persuasive devices to influence an audience.
*Identify the intended effects of persuasive vocabulary (e.g., loaded words,
exaggeration, emotional words, euphemisms) that the author uses to influence
reader's opinions or actions.
*Select, from multiple choices, a sentence that explains why an author uses a
specific persuasive device.
*Identify the intended effects of persuasive strategies the author uses to influence
readers' perspectives (e.g., peer pressure, bandwagon, repetition, testimonial,
transfer).

EALR: 2. The student understands the meaning of what is read.
Component: 2.4. Think critically and analyze author's use of language, style, purpose,
and perspective in literary and informational text.
Grade Level Expectation: 2.4.5. Analyze text to generalize, express insight, or respond by
connecting to other texts or situations.
*Generalize about universal themes, human nature, cultural or historical
perspectives, etc., from reading multiple texts.
*Select, from multiple choices, a sentence that represents a generalization that can
be made from the story/poem/selection.
*Provide a response to text that expresses an insight (e.g., author's perspective,
the nature of conflict) or use text-based information to solve a problem not
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identified in the text (e.g., use information from a variety of sources to write an
editorial or make a presentation about world health issues).

EALR: 2. The student understands the meaning of what is read.
Component: 2.4. Think critically and analyze author's use of language, style, purpose,
and perspective in literary and informational text.
Grade Level Expectation: 2.4.6. Analyze and evaluate the presentation and development
of ideas and concepts within, among, and beyond multiple texts.
*Differentiate how a concept is presented and/or developed in and beyond texts
(e.g., the role fear plays in war, prejudice, relationships, personal safety).
*Compare the development of an idea or concept in multiple texts; decide which
is best presented and developed and support the decision with text-based
evidence.
*Select, from multiple choices, a sentence that describes the most important idea,
concept, or conclusion that can be drawn from the selection.

EALR: 2. The student understands the meaning of what is read.
Component: 2.4. Think critically and analyze author's use of language, style, purpose,
and perspective in literary and informational text.
Grade Level Expectation: 2.4.7. Analyze and evaluate the reasoning and ideas underlying
an author's beliefs and assumptions within multiple texts.
*Analyze literary/narrative text and informational/expository text to show how
they reflect the heritage, traditions, and beliefs of the author.
*Compare and contrast readings on the same topics by explaining how the authors
reach the same or different conclusions based on differences and similarities in
evidence, reasoning, assumptions, purposes, beliefs, and biases.
*Select, from multiple choices, a sentence that describes the reasoning of a
character or an author, both faulty and logical.
*Make judgments about how effectively an author has supported his/her belief
and/or assumptions citing text-based evidence.

EALR: 3. The student reads different materials for a variety of purposes.
Component: 3.1. Read to learn new information.
Grade Level Expectations 3.1.1. Analyze web-based and other resource materials
(including primary sources and secondary sources) for relevance in answering research
questions.
*Examine materials to determine appropriate primary sources and secondary
sources to use for investigating a question, topic, or issue (e.g., encyclopedia and
other reference materials, pamphlets, book excerpts, newspaper and magazine
articles, letters to an editor, oral records, research summaries, scientific and trade
journals).
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EALR: 3. The student reads different materials for a variety of purposes.
Component: 3.2. Read to pe1form a task.
Grade Level Expectation: 3.2.2. Apply understanding of complex information, including
functional documents, to perform a task.
*Read instructions, credit card or job applications, legal documents, such as
contracts, policies, and timetables to perform everyday life functions (e.g., find
employment, research colleges or trade schools, purchase goods and services, take
vacations, locate people and places).

EALR: 3. The student reads different materials for a variety of purposes.
Component: 3.3. Read for career applications.
Grade Level Expectation: 3.3.1. Apply appropriate reading strategies for interpreting
technical and non-technical documents used in job-related settings.
*Select, use, monitor, and adjust appropriate strategies for different reading
purposes (e.g., skim/scan for big ideas, close reading for details, inferring
information from graphs and charts).
*Read professional level materials, including electronic information, that match
career or academic interests and demonstrate understanding of the content.
*Select and use appropriate skills for reading a variety of documents (e.g., tables,
blueprints, electronic technology manuals, bills of lading, medical charts,
mechanical manuals).

EALR: 3. The student reads different materials for a variety of purposes.
Component: 3.4. Read for literary experience in a variety of genres.
Grade Level Expectation: 3.4.2. Evaluate traditional and contemporary literature written
in a variety of genres.
*Critique author's choice of literary genres to convey a message.
*Explain how meaning is enhanced through various features of poetry including
sound (rhythm, repetition, alliteration), structure (meter, rhyme scheme), and
graphic elements (line length, punctuation, word placement).

EALR: 3. The student reads different materials for a variety of purposes.
Component: 3.4. Read for literary experience in a variety of genres.
Grade Level Expectation: 3.4.3. Analyze recurring themes in literature.
*Compare motivations and reactions of literary characters from different
historical/cultural backgrounds when confronting similar conflicts.
*Characterize the presentation of a similar theme or topic across genres and
explain how the selection of genre shapes the theme or topic.

EALR: 3. The student reads different materials for a variety of purposes.
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Component: 3.4. Read for literary experience in a variety of genres.
Grade Level Expectation: 3.4.4. Analyze and evaluate the great literary works from a
variety of cultures to determine their contribution to the understanding of self, others, and
the world.
*Examine the ways in which works of literature are related to the issues and
themes of their historical periods (e.g., the Gold Rush, civil rights movement,
post-World War II Europe).
*Critique the contribution to society made by traditional, classic, and/or
contemporary works of literature that deal with similar topics and problems (e.g.,
individual needs vs. needs of society, community maintenance, civil
disobedience, humanity's relationship with nature).

EALR: 4. The student sets goals and evaluates progress to improve reading.
Component: 4.1. Assess reading strengths and need for improvement.
Grade Level Expectation: 4.1.2. Evaluate reading progress and apply goal setting
strategies and monitor progress toward meeting reading goals.
*Set goals for reading and develop a reading improvement plan.
*Track reading progress through the use of such tools as portfolios, reflection
journals, self-scoring rubrics.

EALR: 4. The student sets goals and evaluates progress to improve reading.
Component: 4.2. Develop interests and share reading experiences.
Grade Level Expectation: 4.2.1. Evaluate books and authors to share reading experiences
with others.
*Discuss responses to literary experiences and/or ideas gleaned from
informational/expository text with others.

APPENDIXB

WASHINGTON STATE STANDARDS

Writing Essential Academic Learning Requirements (EALRs)

Grade Level 9
Grade Level 10
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Please note: Images in this appendix were redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Characteristics to be worked toward in writing in
Content Areas Grade 9

I.

Writes clearly and effectively

1
Writes analyses of text that evaluate the author's purpose, bias, accuracy, or
craft, citing evidence from text
2
Knows how to select and communicate an effective organizational
structure, (e.g., to classify, define, argue, evaluate, compare/contrast, show
cause/effect, or solve problems)
3

Writes deliberately and shapes own topic and controlling ideas

4
Substantiates key ideas through appropriate use of examples, anecdotes,
statistics, and/or facts in persuasive or expository writing
5
Uses transitions purposefully to construct arguments and connect ideas
within organizational structures
6
Embeds thesis statement into a well-developed, effective introductory
paragraph
7

Evaluates information from a variety of sources

8
Maintains an individual, authoritative, yet judicious voice in persuasive and
expository writing
9
Uses specialized vocabulary specific to a content area (e.g., scientific, legal,
mathematical, business)
10
Assumes an objective, impersonal voice when presenting opinions or
injecting bias
11

Creates paragraphs based on units of meaning
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II.

Addresses audience, purpose, and form

12

Anticipates and addresses reader's arguments in persuasive essays

13

Writes in text fonns specific to career areas

III.

Understands and uses the writing process

14
Collaborates with a team to create, revise, edit, evaluate, and present an
informational document
15

Adjusts writing process to meet time constraints

16

Revises for justification of opinion

17

Uses graphs and charts to interpret data and present conclusions

IV.

Analyzes and evaluates writing

18
Designs a rubric or evaluation instrument based on established criteria and
the demands of a specific discipline
19

Accepts or rejects feedback and justifies choices

*Each grade level and each characteristic within a grade level builds on
previous learning. Once introduced, a characteristic should receive frequent
practice and extension in a range of contexts and for different audiences and
purposes.
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Characteristics to be Worked Toward in Writing in
Content Areas Grade 10

I.

Writes clearly and effectively

l
Synthesizes and evaluates infonnation from a range of sources to support
an original conclusion, hypothesis, or argument
2
Chooses the level oflanguage consistent with audience and purpose (e.g.,
formal, informal, colloquial)
3
Works for precise meaning, knowing when to elaborate to meet extrinsic or
own criteria
4
Uses transitions to maintain fluency, logic, and coherence ofinfonnation,
opinions, or ideas
5

Discusses implications in the conclusion of a thesis-driven paper

6

Evaluates the biases of primary, secondary, and tertiary sources

7

Displays a confidence in and control over material and stylistic choices

8
Writes using more than one strategy for an introduction (e.g., quotations,
questions, descriptions, metaphors, personal experiences)
9

Embeds quotations smoothly and logically, explaining the connection to the rest of
the text

10
Uses organizational structures specific to a discipline (e.g., proofs,
abstracts, proposals, scientific inquiries, historical research)
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11
Considers and defines terms (vocabulary) connected to the thesis and
argument
12

Knows how to adapt conventions appropriately for maximum effect

II.

Addresses audience, purpose, and form

13
Anticipates reader's arguments and presents counter-arguments when
feasible
14
Identifies for audience the areas of possible bias or limitations of the
research cited in the writing
15
Understands multiple purposes of a form and can adapt infonnation,
structure, sty le, and focus appropriately
III.

Understands and uses the writing process

16

Selects and sustains a drafting process with independence and flexibility

17
Revises for usability and accuracy in informational writing and makes
appropriate changes
18
Edits for cross-referencing, preparation of bibliography, and index in
research papers
IV.

Analyzes and evaluates writing

19
Considers own readiness to draft and returns to research or prewriting if
necessary
20
Reflects on feedback, sometimes seeking further explanation
Key Assessment Suggestions
*Each grade level and each characteristic within a grade level builds on
previous learning. Once introduced, a characteristic should receive frequent
practice and extension in a range of contexts and for different audiences and
purposes.
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Introduction
This manual will assist teachers with instructing high school students to pull
evidence from text. It is designed for teachers of elective subjects where the reading task
is usually informational text as opposed to literary text. You may have learned to read a
long time ago and it may be that way for high school students as well.
Standardized test scores indicate that students in fourth grade do well in reading
and writing when compared with the same age students in industrialized nations. Scores
of seventh graders fall to the middle of the group and high schoolers scores fall to the
bottom. Language arts teachers are not solely responsible for seeing that students can
read and write, it takes all teachers, of every subject, to ensure that high school students
can compare favorably with the rest of the world.
The following pages contain actual reading selections used in ten different
courses. Following each selection are sample WASL-like questions, Washington State
standards, curricular activities, and some reading and writing strategies. Use them to
fashion your own reading selections, questions and reading strategies. Reading the state
standards in context with the selections will give you insight to the important learnings
our students need in order to compete and be successful in the twenty-first century.
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Section

1

Agriculture
Agriculture Biology:
Seed Germination

1

Agriculture Reading Selection
Agriculture Biology: Seed Germination
If the seeds have viable embryos, have all germination blocks removed, and are
placed under proper environmental conditions of moisture, temperature, and (sometimes) light, the quiescent embryos in the seeds will resume their growth. The nutrients
stored in the endospe1m or cotyledons of the seed nourish the developing embryo until
the new shoot rises above ground, develops leaves, and produces its own food by
photosynthesis.
Germination can
proceed in several
ways, depending upo
the species. (See fig.

Ep!geous Germination

2-1)

Fig. 2-1. Epigeous
.. : ,

germination.

Sometimes the cotyledons are pushed above ground (epigeous germination) and
sometimes they remain below ground (hypogeous germination). (See fig. 2-2)
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Fig. 2-2. Hypogeous
germination.
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The sequence of events during seed germination are:
1. Imbibition of water by the seeds. The colloidal properties of seed tissues give them

great water absorbing properties. Moist seeds may swell to a size much larger than the
d1y seeds. The cells become turgid and seed coverings soften and rupture, permitting
easy passage of oxygen and carbon dioxide.
2. Activation of hormones and enzymes. After water is absorbed, various enzyme
systems are activated or synthesized, often as a result of stimulation by hormones. The
enzymes convert complex food storage molecules into simpler food materials that can
be readily h·anslocated and used for growth. Other enzymes are involved in the
respiratory processes, which release energy for cell division and growth. Food materials
are translocated to root and shoot growing points.
3. Embryo growth and development. The root-shoot axis (plumule, epicotyl, hypocotyl_
and radicle) grows by cell division and enlargement. At the same time, food materials
translocate to the growing points from the storage tissues, which gradually become
depleted. The seed coats rupture and photosynthetic tissue (green leaves and shoots)
emerge into the light to carry on photosynthesis. In addition, the embryonic root
(radicle) emerges and grows into moist soil to supply the newly developed leafy tissues
with water - which will be lost through transpiration. By this time, if no unfavorable
environmental influences interfere, the seedling has become established and can exist
as an independent plant.
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Agriculture Reading Assessment

1

2

Based on the reading, would imbibed mean

0

A.

Oxygen is allowed into the seed

0

B.

The seed absorbs water

0

c.

Carbon dioxide is allowed into the seed

0

D.

The seed is a colloid

Seeds that have cotyledons pushed above ground go through

0

A.

Hypogeous germination

0

B.

Monoeotyledonous germination

0

c.
D.

Epigeal emergence

0

3

Monocotyledonous emergence

Using the diagram of epigeous and hypogeous germination, briefly
describe each step of the germination process.

4

4

Explain which type of emergence would have the advantage in an area of heavy
mowing or grazing. Use evidence from the text or figure to support your
statement.
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WASHINGTON STATE STANDARDS
Strand IC:

Informational comprehension
Comprehends important ideas and details

Given an informational or task-oriented text to read silently, learners
respond to items in which they use textual evidence to
Learning Target: 17. Compare/contrast or make connections between or
among texts or synthesize information from a variety of
resources
EALR:

1. The student understands and uses different skills and
strategies to read.

Component:

1.2. Use vocabulary (word meaning) strategies to
comprehend text.

Grade Level Expectation: 1.2.2. Apply strategies to comprehend words and
ideas.
*Use word origins to determine the meaning of unknown
words.
*Use vocabulary strategies to understand new words and
concepts in literary/narrative text and
informational/expository text.
*Use graphic features to clarify and extend meaning.
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Section

2

Business Education
Present Your Best Image

7

Business Education Reading Selection
Present Your Best Image
A Great Resume Makes Your Words Count
In 1905, a young physicist sought a teaching position at the university level. His
handwritten resume included his educational background, his qualifications, and his
personal interests. At that time, he had submitted his PhD thesis, which was awaiting
acceptance. His works included papers on particle theory, quantum themy, and the
special theoty of relativity. He played the violin and sailed, and was a family man. Who
was this young physicist?
Yes, he was Albert Einstein, who wrote by hand literally dozens ofletters
seeking employment as a teacher while he labored in relative obscurity at the Swiss
patent office. The same year, he published three studies that set the world of science on
its ear. Fame eventually helped, but persistence in his search paid off when he finally
landed a teaching appointment at the University of Zurich after years as a patent clerk.
No one can tell whether Einstein might have met his goals more quickly if he
would have had the benefit of modern word processing software, but certainly
Microsoft Word would have made his life easier. As you embark on your professional
life, you have the advantage of using Word to prepare a resume and a personalized
cover letter.
In this project, you will learn these skills. Resume writing is important in
directing the image you present to a potential employer. The stronger the skill and
experience descriptions in your resume, the more likely you are to obtain interviews
8

and salary offers. With employers receiving hundreds of resumes, it is vital to capture
their attention quickly with a well-written document that matches your skills with the
job you seek. Providing a personalized cover letter with each resume enables you to
elaborate on positive points in your resume and gives you an opportunity to show a
potential employer your written communications skills.
Using the Resume Wizard creates a resume that is tailored to your preferences.
The Wizard provides the sty le, formats the resume with appropriate headings and
spacing, and makes it easy for you to present your best qualities. If good guidelines
exist for doing something, then why not use them? This same practicality is built into
the Resume Wizard. Word provides the tools that eliminate the need to start from
scratch every time, while you provide responses and supply the substance.
To understand the importance of using these guidelines, consider the meaning
of the word represent: to bring clearly before the mind. When creating letters and
resumes, which are two elements of business life that are fundamental to success, it is
critical to bring a favorable image to mind. These documents must be crisp, to the
point, and good-looking, because usually they are the first glimpse a prospective
employer gets of a job seeker.
As you contemplate a career or a career move, present your image by
identifying and promoting your top skills, and use a design that gets attention and
content that sells. Then, think about the words of Oliver Wendell Holmes: "Every
calling is great when greatly pursued."
9

Business Education Reading Assessment

1

2

Which sentence in this article is an example of the author's use
of snob appeal (appealing to social or intellectual pretensions)?

0

A.

0

B.

0

c.

0

D.

Using the Resume Wizard makes it easy for you to
present your best qualities
Microsoft Word would have made Einstein's life
easier
Oliver Wendell Holmes said "Every calling is great
when greatly pursued."
When creating resumes it is critical to bring a
favorable image (of the writer) to mind.

What is the author's purpose in this article? Include two claims
used to achieve the purpose.

10

3

If you follow the author's advice list 3 ways you are likely to benefit.
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WASHINGTON STATE STANDARDS
Strand IT:

Informational critical thinking
Thinks critically

Given an informational or task-oriented text to read silently, learners
respond to items in which they use textual evidence

Learning Target: 18. Analyze author's purpose and evaluate
effectiveness for different audiences (includes
fact/opinion, author's point of view, tone, and use
of persuasive devices, bias, stereotype) (2.3 .2,
2.3.3)
EALR:

2. The student understands the meaning of what is
read.

Component:
2.3. Expand comprehension by analyzing, interpreting,
and synthesizing information and ideas in literary and informational text.
Grade Level Expectation: 2.3.2. Evaluate infonnational materials,
including electronic sources, for effectiveness.
*Judge the usefulness of information based on relevance
to purpose; source; objectivity, copyright date; cultural
and world perspective (e.g., editorials) and support the
decision.

See the next page for strategies to help students read and construct meaning
from the article.
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Business Education Reading Strategies for Resume Article
Item 1 Information:
Correct Response:

B

Item 2 Information:
What is the author's purpose?
To get the audience excited about MS Word - Resrune Wizard
To motivate the audience to use MS Word- Resrune Wizard
To appeal to you that it is easy
To appeal to your sense of looking good
To appeal to you that it will save time
The author is promoting a products' potential
To insinuate that you might look as smart as Einstein
To convince you that MS Word- Resume Wizard provides good
style & format

Item 3 Information:
Ways you will benefit?
With Resume Wizard you will create an attention getting design
Using the Resume Wizard will "sell" an employer on you
It will make your life easier
You will save time
You will look good
You will obtain interviews and salary offers
The Resume Wizard is tailored to your needs
Your document will be crisp and to the point
Your document will have good style & format

(
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Section

3

Business Law
Understanding Business
and Personal Law
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Business Law Reading Selection
Understanding Business and Personal Law
How Ethical Decisions Are Made
Determining the difference between right and wrong can be difficult.
Individuals use different methods to choose the right thing to do in any given situation.
Some people follow their conscience. Others just make certain that they always follow
the rules. Some people look to religious teachings or professional codes of conduct.
Others do as their parents taught them. Defining morals and ethics can be difficult.
Morality involves the values that govern a society's attitude toward right and wrong.
Ethics, in contrast, are the means for determining what a society's values ought to be.
In this text, the words ethics and morality will be used to encompass both ideas.
Throughout your life, you will face many ethical problems. Adopting a consistent
ethical standard can help you deal with big or small moral problems, from deciding
how much to tip a waiter to whether to support military spending.

Feelings and Opinions
Daniel said that he knows he is doing something wrong when he gets a queasy
feeling in his stomach. Later he suggests that right and wrong may be a matter of
opinion. Both ideas imply that right and wrong can change depending on a person's
feelings and opinions. The view that ethics are based on changing feelings is popular in
the United States.
Our nation was founded on a.tradition of tolerance and encourages a free
exchange of ideas, feelings, and opinions on every subject, including ethics. In addition,
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the United States is a countly of immigrants from a variety of cultures, many of which
have different ethical values. In an attempt to respect all cultures, we often conclude
that each culture is right, even when its values clash with others. Some people,
however, see a problem with this view. They argue that if ethics are just a matter of
opinion or feelings, then no one can ever do anything that is wrong.

Example 1. Harriet comes from a poor family, but Frank's family is wealthy. Harriet
believes that Frank has more money than he needs. When Frank leaves his backpack
unattended, Harriet steals it. She defends her actions by saying that she needs the
backpack and that Frank can buy another one. Most of us would say that Haniet's theft
is wrong, even though she thought she was right. In fact, most of us would say she is
wrong even ifthere were no law against theft. How do we make that decision? One
way is to consider how an action helps or hurts people who are affected by it. Haniet's
theft is wrong for two reasons: because it hurt Frank and because it set a bad example
for others.

The Greatest Good
Most people are not hermits; instead, they live and work together in society.
Because of these relationships, every action has the potential to affect other people.
When a person does something that hurts innocent people, many others would judge
that person's action as wrong. Such a decision is based on whether an action will create
the greatest good for the greatest number of people. The more good that results, the
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more ethical the action. Some people see the greatest good principle as a natural way to
make ethical decisions. Others, however, believe it is often misapplied.

Example 2. Alame knows that 10 of her 20 classmates cheated on their last law exam.
The teacher mistakenly believes that only one innocent student is guilty of cheating.
Alame decides she will keep silent because doing so will ensure the greatest good for
the greatest number of people. Alame has misapplied the greatest good principle. Her
failure to identify the ten guilty students helps only the cheaters. Alame has also not
considered the unethical example that her decision will set for the whole school or how
the decision may affect the school's academic standards. In addition, Alame's decision
to keep quiet is not fair to the innocent student, who must take the blame for the guilty
parties.

The Golden Rule
As commonly expressed, the golden rule holds, "Do unto others as you would
have them do unto you." Many people prefer this rule because of its consistency and its
universal appeal. Although some may identify the golden rule with Clu·istianity, many
religions embrace its principles. Buddhism, for example, states, "Hurt not others with
that which pains thyself."
The heart of the golden rule is empathy, which means putting yourself in another
person's position. One way to test the morality of an action under the golden rule is to
ask yourself, "Would I want to be treated this way?" If your answer is "no," then the
action probably violates the golden rule.
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Example 3. Esther likes Quon, who is Irma's boyfriend. Although Esther would love to
go to the homecoming dance with Quon, she promises Michael she will go with him.

Then Quon breaks up with Irma and asks Esther to go to the dance. Even though she
really wants to go with Quon, she says, "Sorry, I already promised Michael I'd be
going with him."
By keeping her word, Esther has adopted a principle that is consistent with the
golden rule. If everyone acted in this manner there would be a stable social order
based on trust. Unfortunately, not everyone in our society abides by the principle
of the golden rule.
We have considered three ways to make ethical decisions: relying on opinions
and feelings, gauging the greatest good for the greatest number of people, and
following the golden rule. If these techniques always reached the same ethical result,
and if everyone always acted by those results, there would be no need for law. In the
real world, however, some people engage in certain types of conduct that most people
agree are immoral or wrong.
For example, most people agree that cheating is immoral. However, you may
have witnessed a classmate cheating sometime this week. Similarly, most people agree
that drug abuse is wrong. However, that has not eliminated the drug problem from our
society. Ethics tell us what we ought to do. Laws are needed because people do not
always do what they should.
18

Business Law Reading Assessment

1

You received a popular computer game for your birthday. When your
friends found out they asked you to bum a copy for them on your CD
bmner. The most ethical behavior in this situation is:

2

0

A.

0
0

B.

0

D.

c.

Say no because that is copywrite infringement - if
everyone did that the game manufactm·ers wouldn't make
any money.
Say yes because it wouldn't hurt anyone else.
Say yes because they are really expensive and
your friend cannot afford one.
Say no because you really don't have the time.

Some people believe they can do as they please because ethical
standards are flexible and changing. Give two reasons why such
an attitude would cause difficulties in the world today.
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3 Write a paragraph explaining why it is important to be able to distinguish
between actions that are ethical and actions that are not. Support your
position with three items from the selection.
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WASHINGTON STATE STANDARDS
Strand IT:

Informational critical thinking
Thinks critically

Given an informational or task-oriented text to read silently, learners
respond to items in which they use textual evidence

Learning Target 19. Evaluate reasoning and ideas related to the text

EALR:

2. The student understands the meaning of what is
read.

Component:

2.3. Expand comprehension by analyzing,
interpreting, and synthesizing information and ideas in
literary and informational text.

Grade Level Expectation: 2.3.1. Analyze informational/exposit01y
text and literary/narrative text for similarities and
differences and cause and effect relationships.
*Compare conclusions drawn from multiple sources to
determine similarities and differences.
*Integrate infonnation from multiple sources to draw
conclusions that go beyond those found in individual
sources.
*Select, from multiple choices, a sentence that describes
how a character's feelings compare to those of the
author/poet about the same subject.
*Use literary themes within and across texts to interpret
current issues, events, and/or how they relate to self.
*Examine how an action leads to long lasting
effects (e.g., environmental, economic, and/or
political impact of offshore drilling or strip mining;
socio-economic and psychological makeup of
African-American individuals, families, and
communities as a result of slavery).
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Section

4

Drafting
Room Planning:
Kitchen
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Drafting Reading Selection
Room Planning: Kitchen
A principal use for the kitchen is food preparation. It may, however, be extended
to include dining, laundry, and storage. Kitchen designs present problems that are
unique. Inefficiency and added cost will result ifthe problems are not solved
satisfactorily. From the standpoint of cost, the kitchen is usually the most expensive
room in the house per square foot and receives the most active use of any room.
Efficient kitchen plaiming involves the placement of appliances, providing
adequate storage cabinets, and food preparation facilities. This placement creates the
work centers-food preparation center, cleanup center, and cooking center. The
arrangement should be logical and designed to minimize the amount of walking
required by the homemaker.
The work triangle is one measure of kitchen efficiency. It is determined by
drawing a line from the front center of the range to the refrigerator to the sink and
back to the range. The lengths of these three lines are added together to produce the
length of the work triangle. For practical kitchen design this distance should not
exceed 22 feet.
Provision for food storage and cooking utensils should be located near the areas
where they are to be used. For example, the homemaker should not be required to
walk across the kitchen to get pots and pans, which are always used, on the range.
Store them near the cooking area. Proper location of the kitchen is important. It is the
prime element of the service area and its relation to other areas of the house require
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careful evaluation. It is usually advisable to locate the kitchen near the service
entrance and to provide easy access to outside trash containers. The kitchen should be
located next to the dining room. Try to position windows in such a way that children
in their play area may be observed from the kitchen. The laundry area and a bath
should also be located in the general area of the kitchen.
Planning a kitchen for handicapped accessibility may follow the same layout as
any other plan except that work areas should be lower, sinks and cooking nnits should
be accessible, and space should be provided for wheelchairs.
The kitchen designer has six basic sty Jes to choose from:
Straight Line

U-Shaped

L-Shaped

Corridor

Peninsula

Island

THE STRAIGHT LINE KITCHEN
This design is frequently used in cottages and apartments. See Fig. 1-1. Little
space is required and the design usually provides for an efficient arrangement of
kitchen facilities. Two disadvantages are that it provides a limited amonnt of cabinet
space and the result is usually not very interesting. The straight-line kitchen is seldom
chosen for modern residences.
Fig. 11,
straight
line
kitchen

21' - O"
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THE L-SHAPE KITCHEN
The L-shape kitchen is located along two adjacent walls, Fig. 1-2. This design is
efficient and an L-shape kitchen is usually more attractive than a straight-line kitchen.

..

Two work centers are

--

1

generally located along one
wall and the third on the
adjoining wall. The L-shape
design is not intended for
large kitchens because the

Fig. 1-2 L-Shape Kitchen
effectiveness of the plan is
lost if the walls are too long.

THE CORRIDOR KITCHEN
The corridor kitchen, as

--

RANGE

--

---A;EF.

implied by the name, is
located on two walls opposite
each other, Fig.1-3. Corridor
kitchens are usually small to

- --- -

r:=1
..
L=:J
N.K

I

medium in size and are ideal
for a long, narrow

Fig.1-3 Corridor Kitchen
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room. This design lends itself to an efficient arrangement, but is not recommended if
traffic is to be heavy through the kitchen. Open space between the cabinets should be
at least-four feet.

THE U-SHAPE KITCHEN
Probably the most popular design, the U-shape kitchen, retains a high level of
efficiency and is one of the most attractive of the six designs, Fig. 1-4. There is no
traffic through the kitchen to other areas of
the house and the work triangle is compact
and functional. Most U-shaped kitchens are
medium in size with the open space
between the legs of the "U" being 5 or 6

Fig. 1-4, U-Shape Kitchen

feet.

THE PENINSULA KITCHEN
The peninsula kitchen is popular because it provides plenty of workspace, is
attractive, and is easily joined to the

I
I

dining room using the peninsula as a

I

I

I
I

divider, Fig. 1-5. The peninsula may be
used as the cooking center, eating area, or
I..:
I~

as a food preparation center. As in the U-

I

shaped kitchen, the amount of traffic is

Fig. 15, Peninsula
Kitchen

reduced and the work triangle is compact.
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THE ISLAND KITCHEN
The island kitchen may be a modification of the straight line, the L-shaped or
the U-shaped design, Fig. 1-6. The island may house the sink, cooking center or
food preparation area, and, in

--1
.-~~-=--~-~--,

I
I

some instances, it may serve as a
countertop or snack bar. The
island should be accessible from
all sides. At least four feet
clearance should be allowed on all
sides of the island for easy access.

Fig. 1-6, Island Kitchen
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Drafting Reading Assessment

1

2

Based on the reading the kitchen should be located

0

A.

Adjacent to the main entry.

0

B.

In a quiet part of the house.

0

c.

Near the service entrance and the dining room.

0

D.

Near the living room.

A kitchen layout should minimize the number of steps required by a
homemaker. Describe the location of the work triangle and its
recommended distance.
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3

The U-shape kitchen is the most popular of the six kitchen designs.
Compare and contrast it with one other design describing two
features that are alike and two that are different.
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WASHINGTON STATE STANDARDS

Strand IA:

Informational analysis
Analyzes, interprets, and synthesizes

Given an informational or task-oriented text to read silently, learners
respond to items in which they use textual evidence

Learning Target: 15 Apply understanding of text features (titles,
headings, and other information divisions, table of
contents, indexes, glossaries, prefaces, appendices,
captions) and graphic features
EALR:

1. The student understands and uses different skills and

strategies to read.

Component:

1.2. Use vocabulary (word meaning) strategies to
comprehend text.

Grade Level Expectation: 1.2.2. Apply strategies to comprehend words and
ideas
*Use word origins to determine the meaning ofunlmown
words.
*Use vocabulaty strategies to understand new words and
concepts in literaty/narrative text and
informational/expository text.
*Use graphic features to clarify and extend meaning.
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Section

5

Family and Consumer
Science
Johnny Lingo and the
Eight Cow Wife
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Family and Consumer Science Reading Selection
Johnny Lingo and the Eight Cow Wife

A young man named Johnny Lingo lived in a primitive culture in which a
young man desiring a particular maiden for his bride bargained with her father.
The fathers of the village demanded payment for their daughters, and the usual
form of such payment was cows. In those days, two would buy an average wife,
and 4 or 5 a quality wife.
Johnny Lingo was the brightest, strongest young man in the village. He was
fond of a young maiden named Sarita and set out to ask her father to bless their
union. Sarita could most generously be described as plain. But Johnny Lingo
loved her and went to bargain for her with her father.
The villagers' favorite sport, at such a time, was to gossip and speculate
over how many cows would be paid for a bride, and in this case, the betting was
the offer of two cows. It was whispered that Sarita's father might even settle for
one cow, since Johnny Lingo was the shrewdest trader in the village. But when the
time came, Johnny went into the tent, walked straight up to the father, grasped his
hand, and said, "Father of Sarita, I offer 8 cows for your daughter."
The village was astonished. It was the highest price ever paid for a bride;
but Johnny Lingo was as good as his word, immediately producing the eight cows
in payment, and the contract was signed that same evening.
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As the story goes, Sarita underwent a startling transformation. Within
months, her bearing was like a queen. People from other districts called Sarita the
most satisfied woman they had ever seen.
Much later, someone thought to ask Johnny Lingo why he had paid such a
price. Smart trader that he was, why would he offer eight cows for a woman he
could have had for two? Did he do it just to make Sarita happy?
"Happy?" he responded. "I wanted Sarita to be happy, yes, but I wanted
more than that. Many things can change a woman. Things that happen inside,
things that happen outside. But the thing that matters most is what she thinks about
herself. Now she knows she is worth more than any other woman in the village. I
wanted to marry Sarita. I loved her and no other woman." He paused and smiled
again. "But, I also wanted an eight cow wife."
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Family and Consumer Science Assessment

1

2

What conclusion can be drawn from reading this selection?

0

A.

0

B.

0

c.

0

B.

Sarita became more beautiful on the outside because
of how she thought of herself
Sarita became more beautiful because Johnny Lingo
was rich
Other men in the village began offering 9 and 10
cows for their prospective brides
Johnny Lingo was selfish and wanted an 8-cow wife

How do you think Sarita felt about herself at the end of the
story? Provide evidence or examples from the story to support
your answer.
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3

Predict how the story would be different if it had been told from
Sarita's father's point of view.
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WASHINGTON STATE STANDARDS

Strand IC:

Informational comprehension
Comprehends important ideas and details

Given an informational or task-oriented text to read silently, learners
respond to items in which they use textual evidence

Learning Target: 13 Make inferences or predictions
EALR:

2. The student understands the meaning of what is read.

Component:

2.1. Demonstrate evidence of reading comprehension.

Grade Level Expectation:
2.1.5. Apply comprehension monitoring
strategies for informational and technical materials,
complex narratives, and expositions: synthesize ideas
from selections to make predictions and inferences.
*Select, from multiple choices, a prediction, inference, or
assumptions that could be made from the text.
*Organize information to support a prediction or
inference in a self-created graphic organizer.
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Example of a graphic organizer for Main Idea - Details
Main Idea(s)

Details

Johnny liked Sarita

Johnny was a very desirable bachelor
Sarita was plain
They lived in a primitive culture

Johnny asked Sarita's
father if he could buy her

4 cows was considered a high price
Bargaining was expected
Neighbors gossiped & predicted

Johnny offered 8 cows

Highest price ever paid
Village was shocked
Contract was signed

Sarita changes

She becomes regal
She is happy
She believes she is worth more than any
other woman
She believes she has great value

Johnny got what he
wanted

He wanted an 8 cow wife
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Section

6

PhotoGraphics
Kodak Moment:
U.S. sales of reloadable
35mm film cameras
to end
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PhotoGraphics Reading Selection
Kodak moment:
U.S. sales of reloadable 35mm film cameras to end
ROCHESTER, -N.Y (AP) - Eastman Kodak Co. plans to stop selling reloadable 35mm film cameras in North America and Western Europe this year, testifying
to the swift rise of digital photography's popularity.
The decision Tuesday also came as the firm decided to end its effmis with
Advanced Photo System cameras, a much-ballyhooed format launched in 1996 to
rekindle interest in consumer photography.
Though Kodak, the world's biggest photography company, expects to phase out
35mm reloadable cameras in North America and Western Europe, it plans to expand
manufacturing in Asia, Latin America and Eastern Europe, where the 35mm market
is still growing at a double-digit clip.
Sales of35mm cameras in the U.S. market, in which Kodak is a minor player,
fell below 8 million last year, down more than 20 percent from 2002.
As for APS cameras, Kodak said it would stop manufacturing the devices by
the end of2004, citing declining demand.
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PhotoGraphics Reading Assessment

1

Which detail in the selection is in sharp contrast to the overall tone of
the article?

0

A.

APS cameras will cease to be manufactured by
Kodak

0

B.

Marketing of Kodak 35 mm cameras in Asia, Latin
America and Eastern Europe is expanding

0

c.

Digital photography is gaining popularity

0

D.

Kodak 35 mm reloadable cameras will no longer be
available North America and Western Europe

2

Contrast Kodak's reasons for beginning and ending the manufacture
of Advanced Photo System (APS) cameras
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3

Write an informational summaiy that includes an introductory
statement, two main ideas and a conclusion based on the selection.
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WASHINGTON STATE STANDARDS

Strand IC:

Informational comprehension
Comprehends imp01iant ideas and details

Given an informational or task-oriented text to read silently, learners
respond to items in which they use textual evidence
Learning Target: 12 Summarize text
EALR:

2. The student understands the meaning of what is

read.
Component:

2.1. Demonstrate evidence of reading
comprehension.

Grade Level Expectation: 2.1.7. Apply comprehension monitoring
strategies for informational and technical materials,
complex narratives and expositions: determine
importance and summarize text.
*Create an informational summary that includes an
introductory statement, main ideas, and supporting textbased details; make connections among the key ideas
from the entire text; use own words in an objective voice;
is accurate to the original text; and avoid interpretation or
judgment; use an organizational pattern that supports the
author's intent.
*Select, from multiple choices, a sentence that best
summarizes the text.
*Organize summary information for
informational/expository text, technical materials and
complex narratives into a self-created graphic organizer
to enhance text comprehension.

See the next page for strategies to help students read and const1uct
meaning from the article.
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Brainstorm major and supporting ideas with students. Have them come
up with the points. These may help if they or you get stuck.

Kodak Moment
Swnmarize Text

A)

Major ideas
1)

Kodak to stop selling reloadable 35mm cameras

2)

Digital photography is rising in popularity

3)

Advanced Photo System (APS) camera manufacture to stop at
Kodak

4)

35mm camera marketing to expand in Asia, Latin America and
Eastern Europe

B)

Supporting detail
1)

Kodak plans not to sell reloadable 35mm cameras in North
America and Western Europe

2)

APS was launched in 1996

3)

APS was introduced to increase consumer interest in
photography

4)

35mm camera sales are growing by double digits in Asia, Latin
America and Eastern Europe

5)

Sales of Kodak reloadable cameras fell 20% from 2002 figures
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Section

7

Sports Medicine
Emergency Action Plan:
Emergency Personnel
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Sports Medicine Reading Selection
Emergency Action Plan: Emergency Personnel
Introduction
Emergency situations may arise at anytime during athletic events. Expedient
action must be taken in order to provide the best possible care to the sport participant
of emergency and/or life threatening conditions. The development and
implementation of an emergency plan will help ensure that the best care will be
provided.
Athletic organizations have a duty to develop an emergency plan that may be
implemented immediately when necessary and to provide appropriate standards of
emergency care to all sports participants. Preparation involves formulation of an
emergency plan, proper coverage of events, maintenance of appropriate emergency
equipment and supplies, utilization of appropriate emergency medical personnel, and
continuing education in the area of emergency medicine and planning.
Hopefully, through careful pre-participation physical screenings, adequate
medical coverage, safe practice and training techniques and other safety avenues,
some potential emergencies may be averted. However, accidents and injuries
are inherent with sports participation, and proper preparation on the part of the sports
medicine team should enable each emergency situation to be managed appropriately.

Emergency Plan Personnel (Team)
With athletic association practice and competition, the first responder to an
45

emergency situation is typically a member of the sports medicine staff, most
commonly a certified athletic trainer, in some instances it may be a coach.
Certification
in cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR), first aid, prevention of disease transmission,
and emergency plan review is required for all athletics personnel associated with
practices, competitions, skills instruction, and strength and conditioning.
The emergency team may consist of a number of healthcare providers including
physicians, emergency medical technicians, certified athletic trainers, student athletic
trainers, coaches, managers, and possibly, bystanders.
There are four basic roles within the emergency team. The first and most
important role is establishing safety of the scene and immediate care of the athlete.
The most qualified individual on the scene should provide acute care in an emergency situation. Individuals with lower credentials should yield to those with more
appropriate training.
The second role*, EMS activation, may be necessary in situations where
emergency transportation is not already present at the sporting event. This should be
done as soon as the situation is deemed an emergency of a life-threatening event.
Time
is the most critical factor under emergency conditions. Activating the EMS system
may be done by anyone on the team. However, the person chosen for this duty
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should be someone who is calm under pressure and who communicates well over the
telephone.
The third role, emergency equipment retrieval should be a person who is
familiar with the location of the specific equipment needed. Student athletic trainers,
managers, and coaches are good choices for this role.
The fourth role of the emergency team is that of directing EMS to the scene.
One member of the team should be responsible for meeting emergency medical
personnel as they arrive at the site or the emergency. Depending on ease of access,
this person should have keys to any locked gates or doors that may slow the arrival of
medical personnel. A student athletic trainer, manager, or coach may be appropriate
for this role.
Review of the Roles within the Emergency Team
1.

Establish scene safety and immediate care of the athlete

2.

Activation of the Emergency Medical System

3.

Emergency equipment retrieval

4.

Direction of EMS to scene

*When forming the emergency team, it is important to adapt the team to each
situation or sport. It may also be advantageous to have more than one individual
assigned to each role. This allows the emergency team to function even though
certain members may not always be present.
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Sports Medicine Reading Assessment

1

Which sentence explains the unique duty of a first responder?

0
0
0
0

2

A.
B.

c.

D.

Secure the safety of the scene
Communicate well over the telephone
Open doors, gates to the scene
Bring appropriate emergency equipment

Compare two goals common to all Emergency Action Team members.
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3

Compare and contrast two duties of each of the 4 roles on the
Emergency Action Team
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WASHINGTON STATE STANDARDS

Strand IA:

Informational analysis
Analyzes, interprets, and synthesizes

Given an informational or task-oriented text to read silently, learners
respond to items in which they use textual evidence
Learning Target:

17. Compare/contrast or make connections between

or among texts or synthesize information from a
variety of resources

EALR:

2. The student understands the meaning of what is
read.

Component:

2.2. Understand and apply knowledge of text
components to comprehend text.

Grade Level Expectation: 2.2.2. Apply understanding of complex
organizational features of printed text and electronic
sources.
*Use text features to verify, support, or clarify
meanmg.
*Use the features of electronic information to
communicate, gain information, or research a topic.
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Sports Medicine Reading Strategies for Emergency Team Article

Item 1 Information:
Correct Response:

A

Item 2 Information:
Compare two goals common to all Emergency Action Team
members.

Some possible comparisons:
All operate under a "time is critical" mentality
All are willing to yield or step up to a needed role
All are willing to take on an extra role when needed
All stay calm under pressure
All communicate well
All are familiar with the safety plan
All are willing to work with other members of the team
All work toward a successful outcome

Item 3 Information:
Compare and contrast two duties of each of the 4 role players on
the Emergency Action Team

1.

First responder
• secures the scene
• most qualified member
•treat victim (or most needy victim in case there are more than one)
•know CPR
•first aid
• prevention of disease transmission
• familiar with emergency plan
• time most crucial factor
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2.

EMS activator
• calm under pressure
• communicates well over the phone
•familiar with location of phone, entrances, layout of area
• have keys to access phone
• time most crucial factor

3.

Emergency equipment retriever
• know where appropriate equipment is
• have keys to access equipment
• familiar with location of phone, entrances, layout of area
• time most crucial factor

4.

Direct EMS to scene
• good communicator
•familiar with location of phone, entrances, layout of area
•have keys to open gates, doors, etc.
• time most crucial factor

(
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Section

8

Sports Medicine
Treatment of Athletic
Injuries
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Sports Medicine Reading Selection
Treatment of Athletic Injuries
RICE
Rest- Rest is essential for all injuries to the body. This can be accomplished by
either not moving the part or through the application of tape, elastic wraps, splints,
casts, or canes and crutches. Injuries need to be immobilized for the first 2-3 days
after the initial incident so that it will heal properly and without fmiher
complications.
Ice- Cold will reduce pain and muscle spasm and local swelling. The
application of cold will decrease the swelling that normally occurs 4-6 hours after
the initial injury. Cold application, also known as cryotherapy, thickens the blood
and decreases the blood flow to the injured area. Extended application of cold,
however, can cause a loss of tissue death. The usual treatment time for cold
application is 15-20 minutes. This is enough time to allow for the healing benefits
of cryotherapy and not enough time to cause any damage.
Compression - Immediate compression of an injmy is extremely vital and
maybe even more important that cold and elevation. External pressure on an injmy
decreases blood flow and swelling. By applying compression to an injury the
swelling that normally accompanies the injury will be pushed into the rest of the
blood flow, therefore decreasing the likelihood of increased swelling. There are
many ways to apply compression, from a normal elastic wrap to leaving elastic
wraps in ice and water so that cold and compression may be applied at the same
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time. Although cold will be applied at different times throughout the day,
compression should be applied all day. The only time compression should be
removed is at night when the athlete is going to bed.
Elevation - Elevation helps to reduce internal bleeding by allowing a
greater return of blood flow from the injured extremity to the heart. The injured
area should be elevated to a level above the heart when icing and sleeping to assist
in this process.
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Sports Medicine Reading Assessment

2

1

Which sentence explains why compression of an injury is
extremely vital?

0

A.

0

B.

0

c.

0

D.

Icy wraps can apply cold and compression at the
same time
Compression immobilizes the injmy so it will heal
without further complications
Compression during the night while sleeping is not
recommended
External pressure decreases blood flow and swelling

Make a graphic organizer to compare and contrast the treatments
of applying ice and applying compression.
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WASHINGTON STATE STANDARDS

Strand IA:

Informational analysis
Analyzes, interprets, and synthesizes

Given an informational or task-oriented text to read silently, learners
respond to items in which they use textual evidence
Learning Target:

17. Compare/contrast or make connections between

or among texts or synthesize information from a
variety of resources

EALR:

2. The student understands the meaning of what is
read.

Component:

2.2. Understand and apply knowledge of text
components to comprehend text.

Grade Level Expectation: 2.2.2. Apply understanding of complex
organizational features of printed text and electronic
sources.
*Use text features to verify, support, or clarify
meanmg.
*Use the features of electronic information to
communicate, gain information, or research a topic.
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Sports Medicine Reading Strategies for R.l.C.E Article

Item 1 Information:
Correct Response:

D

Item 2 Information:
Contrast and compare applying ice and applying
compression

Applying ice

common

Applying compression

Cold

+

+

Cold wrap

To reduce swelling

+

+

To reduce swelling

Ice 15-20 minutes

Wrap for 16-18 hours

Reduces pain

Prevents further injury

Decrease blood flow

+

+

Decrease blood flow
Dry wrap pressure
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Section

9

Technology Web Design
Web Page Design
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Technology Web Design Reading Selection
Web Page Design
Why horizontal?
Web pages present a unique design challenge: think horizontally.
Traditional print media has conditioned us to think of design in a vertical format.
Most magazines, newspapers, brochures, and books exist in this vertical space,
and all designers, ranging from professional artists to school kids making posters,
are accustomed to working in this format. Since web pages are viewed on
horizontally constructed computer monitors, you need to visualize your page
design in a horizontal format. Even if a web page ultimately is an extremely
ve1iical, scrolling page, the primary visual impact of the page design should
appear in the visible, horizontal content area of the browser window.
Design around a standard size
Most of our site designs are based on a horizontal format that is 800 pixels
wide by 600 pixels high. This is a size that is common to a large number of
monitors, and it ensures that our design will fit comfortably on the largest
percentage of monitors possible (17-inch monitors). Some clients request that a
site be designed to fit within 640 x 480 pixels to accommodate their target
audience, those with 14-inch monitors (like many schools, as well as the millions
of computers in corporations around the world) and laptops that can't display
higher resolutions. While more and more large corporate site designs assume their
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audience has at least 17-inch monitors, you can't totally ignore the fact that many
people, especially in other countries, are going to hang on to their 14-inch
monitors (640 x 480) until the last pixel is dead.

Is your monitor bigger than mine?
As a designer, you may be tempted to ignore these size and format
limitations that we outline in this chapter. If your page design is really beautiful,
it's a shame to have to alter or miniaturize it just so it will fit on a smaller monitor.
After all, you say, many people have large, 21- and 22-inch monitors, making it
easy enough to stretch open the browser window to accommodate a vertical or
extra wide page design. But in reality, even though these large monitors are more
popular and more affordable than ever before, the majority of monitors in homes
and businesses are much smaller than 21-inch.
And don't forget that laptop computers are also more popular and
affordable than ever-even the largest laptop screens are small (although the newer
ones have more options for higher resolutions). And if you've ever seen a web
design presentation or given a presentation yourself with a projection system, you
know that many projection systems are limited to the 640 x 480 resolution. If the
web site you're presenting doesn't fit into that space, it can make the entire
presentation difficult. So in most cases it's best to get over it and design your
pages in a size and format that makes viewing and navigation easy for everyone,
even those with limited monitor environments.
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Technology Web Design Reading Assessment

1

Identify the major idea
Many people have small computer monitors

0

A.
B.

0

c.

Design a web page that is user friendly for most

0

Projection systems are limited to 640 x 480

viewers

0

D.

You need not change a beautiful page design just so
it will fit on a smaller computer

2

State two reasons that make web page design a challenge and support
them with details from the selection.
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3

List two details about format and two details about web design
construction that a designer needs to consider.
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WASHINGTON STATE STANDARDS

Strand IC:

Informational comprehension
Comprehends important ideas and details

Given an informational or task-oriented text to read silently, learners
respond to items in which they use textual evidence
Learning Target: 11. Demonstrate understanding of major ideas and
supportive details
EALR:

2. The student understands the meaning of what is
read.

Component:

2.2. Understand and apply knowledge of text
components to comprehend text.

Grade Level Expectation: 2.2.2. Apply understanding of complex
organizational features of printed text and electronic
sources.
*Use text features to verify, support, or clarify meaning.
*Use the features of electronic information to
communicate, gain information, or research a topic.

(
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Reading Fix up Strategies
Item 1 Information:
Correct Response: C

Item 2 Information:
Correct Response: A two-point response provides two reasons from
the selection. Text based reasons include the following:
• "Traditional print media has conditioned us to think of design in a
vertical format."
• "magazines, newspapers, brochures, and books exist in this vertical
space"
• small monitors make it difficult for viewers to access large, complex
designs
• laptop computers have small, low-resolution monitors that are
difficult to access large, complex designs
•projection systems are difficult to work with if they are not
compatible with the designed resolution
• "design your pages in a size and format that makes viewing and
navigation easy for everyone"

Item 3 Information:
Correct Response: A four-point response provides two details about
the format of a web page and two details about its design. Text based
responses are from the following:
• "visualize your page design in a horizontal format"
• "Design around a standard size"
• "800 pixels wide by 600 pixels high"
• design a web page as if it may be projected on a 640 x 480
resolution equipment
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Section

10

Visual Arts
Aesthetics: Thinking about
a Work of Art

66

Visual Arts Reading Selection
Aesthetics: Thinking about a Work of Art
Aesthetics is a branch of philosophy concerned with the nature and value

of art. Physical beauty was once the only criterion for judging the quality of art.
Today, artwork is judged by a different set of criteria and instead of being called
"beautiful," a good work of art is called "successful." Some successful works of
art may not look pretty, but they may be well organized, and/or elicit emotional
responses from viewers. If a work of art contains strange, disturbing images, yet
makes you think, it may be successful.
Aesthetic Theories and the Quality of Art

The aesthetic qualities that are discussed most often by aestheticians
(specialists in aesthetics) are the literal qualities, the design qualities, and the
expressive qualities. The literal qualities are the realistic qualities that appear
in the subject of the work. For instance, ifthe artist depicts a realistic figure ofa

man on a horse, the literal qualities of the work are the images of a man on a
horse. The design qualities, or how well the work is organized, are found when
you look at the composition of the work. Does is look balanced? Is there a
rhythmic quality? Is there variety? Has the artist made a unified work of art?
These are the type of questions one must ask to determine how well organized a
work is. The expressive qualities, or those qualities that convey ideas and
moods, are those you notice when you study the content of a work. Is there

something in the work that makes you feel a certain emotion or conveys an idea
to you?
The three aesthetics theories of art criticism are most commonly referred to
as Imitationalism (literal qualities), Formalism (design qualities), and
Emotionalism (expressive qualities).
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Visual Arts Reading Assessment

1

Which of the following best defines the theory of aesthetics?

0

A.

a branch of ati that deals with cultural qualities in
artwork.

0

B.

a branch of philosophy concerned with the nature and
value of art.

0

C.

a list of criteria for making art.

0

D.

a form of mental practice concerned with preparing to
create art.

2

Today artwork is judged by a different set of criteria and instead of
being called " beautiful" a good work of art is called "successful."
Describe two standards used to say a work of art is "successful."
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3

Look at the image provided. (Teacher to display) Evaluate the image
based on one of the three aesthetic theories. List three specific
qualities related to that theory and apply to the image.
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WASHINGTON STATE STANDARDS

STRAND IC:

Informational Comprehension
Comprehends important ideas and details

Given an informational or task-oriented text to read silently, learners
respond to items in which they use textual evidence
Learning Target 14: Interpret general and specialized vocabulary critical to
the meaning of the text
EALR:

1. The student understands and uses different skills and
strategies to read.

Component:

1.2. Use vocabulary (word meaning) strategies to
comprehend text.

Grade Level Expectation: 1.2.2. Apply strategies to comprehend words and
ideas.
*Use word origins to determine the meaning of unknown
words.
*Use vocabulary strategies to understand new words and
concepts in literary/narrative text and
informational/expository text.
*Use graphic features to clarify and extend meaning.

Using the Visual Arts Reading Selection and the resources to follow, instruct
students on the reading strategies to identify words. Discuss word origin
(etymology), prefix, suffix, root, context clues, graphic clues, word structure
clues, analogy clues, etc. Use the reference information to have students
research etymology and prefix/suffix/roots.
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Study guide for Visual Arts Reading Assessment
Find the Etymology of words at:
http://www.etymonline.com/index.html
Douglas Harper is a historian, author, journalist and lecturer based in
Lancaster, Pa.
aesthetic - 1798, from Ger. asthetisch or Fr. esthetique, both from Gk.
aisthetikos "sensitive," from aisthanesthai "to perceive, to feel," from PIE
*awis-dh-yo-, from base *au- "to perceive." Popularized in Eng. by
translation of Immanuel Kant, and used originally in the classically correct
sense "the science which treats of the conditions of sensuous perception."
Kant had tried to correct the term after Baumgarten had taken it in Ger. to
mean "criticism of taste" (1750s ), but Baumgarten's sense attained
popularity in Eng. c. l 830s (despite scholarly resistance) and removed the
word from any philosophical base. Walter Pater used it (1868) to describe
the late 19c. movement that advocated "art for art's sake," which further
blurred the sense. Aesthete first recorded 1881.

design - 1548, from L. designare "mark out, devise," from de- "out"+
signare "to mark," from signum "a mark, sign." Originally in Eng. with the
meaning now attached to designate (1646, from L. designatus, pp. of
designare ); many modem uses of design are metaphoric extensions.
Designer (adj.) in the fashion sense of "prestigious" is first recorded 1966;
designer drug is from 1983. Designing "scheming" is from 1671.
Designated hitter introduced in American League baseball in 1973, soon
giving wide figurative extension to designated.

emotion - 1579, "a (physical) moving, stirring, agitation," from M.Fr.
emotion, from O.Fr. emouvoir "stir up," from L. emovere "move out,
remove, agitate," from ex- "out"+ movere "to move." Sense of"strong
feeling" is first recorded 1660; extended to "any feeling" 1808. Emote is a
1917 back-formation. Emotional "liable to emotion" is from 1857.
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express (v.) - c.1386, from M.L. expressare, freq. of exprimere "represent,
describe," lit. "to press out" (perhaps via an intermediary sense of something
like "clay that takes form under pressure"), from ex- "out" + pressare "to
press, push," from L. primere. The adj. is from L. expressus "clearly
presented," pp. of exprimere; and it led to then. (first attested 1619)
meaning "special messenger." Sense of"business or system for sending
money or parcels" is 1794. An express train (1841) originally ran to a certain
station. Expressionist as an artist who seeks to portray the emotional effect
of the subject is first recorded 1850; expressionism in this sense is from
1908. Expressway is 1945, from express highway (1938).
formal- c.1386, from L.formalis, fromforma (see form). Sh01i forformal
dance, first recorded 1946. Formality in the depreciative sense is from 1647.
Formalism is from 1840 as "strict adherence to prescribed forms;" 1943 in
ref. to Rus. literary movement (1916-30).
imitation - 1502, from O.Fr. imitacion, from L. imitationem (nom. imitatio)
"imitation," from imitari "to copy, portray, imitate," from PIE *im-eto-, from
base *aim- "copy." (Related to L. imago, see image). The verb imitate is first
recorded 1534.
literal - 1382, "taking words in their natural meaning" (originally in ref. to
Scripture and opposed to mystical or allegorical), from O.Fr. literal, from
L.L. lit(t)eralis "of or belonging to letters or writing," from L. lit(t)era
"letter." Sense of"verbally exact" is attested from 1599. Literal-minded is
attested from 1869. Literally is often used erroneously, even by writers like
Dryden and Pope, to indicate "what follows must be taken in the strongest
admissible sense" (1687), which is opposite to the word's real meaning.
Prefixes and suffixes
Source: www. gpc. edul~lawow !/handouts/common-prefixes. pd{
al
relating to
de
from, away
ex
out, from
ic
of, like
ism
doctrine, practice of
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